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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to investigate selected factors 
associated with preparing elementary teachers in north Mississippi public 
schools to work with limited English proficient (LEP) students. The 
objectives of this research were (a) to determine the awareness of 
elementary teachers in north Mississippi public schools concerning the 
legal aspects of teaching limited English proficient students, (b) to 
ascertain if a need exists to prepare teachers in north Mississippi public 
schools to work with limited English proficient students, and (c) to identify 
types of instruction that teachers in north Mississippi public schools would 
participate in when preparing to work with limited English proficient 
students. 
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The subjects in this study were elementary teachers from 17 school 
districts in north Mississippi public schools with an identified LEP student 
population. A random sample of 344 elementary teachers was chosen to 
participate in the study in the spring of 1997. 
The instrument used to gather the data for this study was a 
questionnaire constructed by the researcher. The questions on the 
questionnaire were categorized according to demographics, the legal 
aspects of teaching LEP students, the need to prepare teachers to work 
with LEP students, types of instruction for preparing teachers to work with 
LEP students, and a general question related to teaching LEP students. 
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The data from the questionnaires were analyzed using the SPSS 6.1 for 
Windows Student Version (1994) software package. Tables were used to 
present the data. Statistical analysis involved measuring frequency and 
percentage of responses. 
The following conclusions were reached based on the results of the 
statistical analysis of the data for this study: (a) teachers in north 
Mississippi public schools are not aware of the legal mandates that 
pertain to LEP stUdents; (b) there is a need to prepare teachers in north 
Mississippi public schools to work with LEP students; and (c) teachers in 
north Mississippi public schools have preferences concerning the types of 
instruction they would participate in when preparing to work with LEP 
students. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
There is a constant influx of limited English proficient students enrolling 
in the public schools of America. The specific number of limited English 
proficient students in the United States varies from one source to another 
but there is agreement that the LEP population is growing (Kreidler, 1986; 
Lasky 1992; Valentin, 1993). Immigration and the birthrate of non-
Caucasian ethnic groups have contributed to the surge of the LEP student 
population in American schools (Imig, Kostelnik, & Villarruel, 1995). This 
suggests that there are many students entering schools with the need to 
learn English as a second language (ESL). 
Lasky (1992) asserted that there are not enough teachers prepared to 
teach limited English proficient students. Oxford-Carpenter, Pol, Lopez, 
Stupp, Gendell and Peng's study (as cited in Abramson, Garcia, and 
Pritchard, 1993) stated that over three million limited English proficient 
students will be in the United States by the year 2000. Many of these 
students will enter educational institutions to face teachers who are not 
prepared to work with limited English speaking individuals (Jimenez & 
Gersten, 1994). 
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State departments of education and school districts need to recognize 
their legal responsibility of providing English as a second language 
instruction to limited English proficient students. This is true even when 
there is just a small number of limited English proficient children in a school 
district (Caldwell, Jennings, Lerner, & Richek, 1996). 
The struggle which LEP students have encountered in their quest for an 
education came to the forefront of educational policy making just before 
World War 1 (WW1). Hakuta and Malakoff (1990) reported that an "English 
only" policy was implemented by many school districts at that time. A 
large number of European immigrants, especially Germans, were entering 
the United States and many Americans felt threatened by their presence. 
It was not until the advent of World War 2 (WW2) that this attitude began 
to change. WW1 had brought a prohibition against the use of any 
language other than English to the schools, but WW2 ushered in an 
awareness of the need to be proficient in a language other than English 
and a recognition of the civil rights of ethnic minorities in America (Lessow-
Hurley, 1996). 
Shortly after WW2, the Supreme Court rendered the Brown v. Board of 
Education Court decision which assured ethnic minorities the same 
opportunity for an education as mainstream American students (Lessow-
Hurley, 1996). The federal government became involved in the struggle 
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for equality by ethnic minorities because some states were failing to 
recognize the Constitutional rights of these groups (Jennings, 1992; Phillips, 
1983). The struggle for civil rights included the need of limited English 
proficient students to receive English as a second language and bilingual 
instruction. 
The period from 1954 to 1995 saw a time of great strides in the 
recognition of the need to provide appropriate instruction to LEP students. 
The Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
of 1965, the Bilingual Education Act of 1968, the Equal Educational 
Opportunity Act of 1974, and the Improving America's Schools Act of 1994 
have made it easier for LEP students to receive an education which meets 
their cultural and linguistic needs. These mandates have also made 
professional development more accessible to teachers preparing to work 
with LEP students (Anstrom, 1995; Caldwell et aI., 1996; Hakuta & 
Malakoff, 1990; Lessow-Hurley, 1996; Mississippi State Department of 
Education, 1996; Office of Bilingual and Minority Affairs, February 1995; 
Office of Bilingual and Minority Affairs, March 1995; Phillips, 1983; United 
States Department of Education, 1995). However, most LEP children are 
still taught by teachers who have had no ESL training. Kreidler (1986) 
stated that only six percent of all teachers have participated in course 
work which has prepared them to teach students whose first language is 
not English. 
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Kreidler (1987) asserted that teaching English as a second language 
(TESOL) programs have existed at colleges and universities since the early 
1940's and have grown steadily in number since that time. The National 
Defense Education Act of 1964, which infused federal money into ESL 
teacher preparation, caused an extensive increase in the availability and 
number of TESOL programs in the United States. 
Recent federal funding has made it easier for preservice and in service 
teachers to prepare to teach linguistically diverse students. The new 
Eisenhower Professional Development program, TItle I, and the Bilingual 
Education Act provide funds for the professional development of ESL 
teachers. Each of these programs includes the goal of preparing LEP 
students to meet the same rigorous standards as mainstream American 
students (U. S. Department of Education, 1995; Mississippi Department of 
Education, 1996; Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language 
Affairs, 1995). 
Standards and goals for inservice and preservice teacher training 
usually involve the certification process. Certification of teachers is an 
issue that is managed by state governments (Lessow-Hurley, 1996; 
Valentin, 1993). The majority of states offer some type of certification in 
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English as a second language or bilingual instruction (Fleischman, 1995). 
The state of Mississippi allows most certified teachers to eam an 
endorsement in teaching English as a second language. Graduate 
programs of study in teaching English as a second language are offered 
by several universities in Mississippi. However, bilingual certification is not 
offered in Mississippi. 
The number of teachers in the state of Mississippi with the ESL 
endorsement is very low. While there were over 2,700 students classified 
as LEP in Mississippi public schools during the 1995-1996 school year, there 
were only six certified English as a second language teachers teaching 
ESL in Mississippi at the time (Jayne Everett, Mississippi State Department of 
Education, personal communication, July 3, 1996; Mississippi State 
Department of Education, 1995). The ratio of English as a second 
language teachers to limited English proficient students in Mississippi was 
1 :450 for the 1995-1996 school year. 
According to Goodman and Torres-Guzman (1995) and Kreidler (1986), 
there is a shortage of teachers prepared to work with LEP students 
throughout the United States. In order to meet the demands of this 
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shortage it has been suggested that teacher education programs include 
a TESOL class or component in all preservice teachers' course work. 
Furthermore, preservice teachers need to become proficient in a foreign 
language so that they can better understand how the LEP student leams 
another language (Logan, 1987). Britten (1988) reported that teachers 
tend to teach the way they were taught. Like other teaching skills, 
appropriate ESL teaching methodologies need to be modeled for 
preservice teachers by their college instructors. 
Induction year programs are another way to help the beginning 
teacher make the adjustment from student to instructor. An induction 
year program is especially needed for teachers of LEP students because 
of the high rate of attrition for ESL teachers. Induction year programs are 
cost effective for school districts to implement because they ultimately 
reduce the staff tumover rate (Gonzales & Sosa, 1993). 
Professional development activities keep an experienced teacher 
abreast of the advances in their field (Bobbit, Choy, Henke, Hom, 
Lieberman, & Medrich, 1993; Choy, Geis, & Henke, 1996). Inservice 
training, peer coaching, and the trainer of trainers model are professional 
development programs which help the experienced teacher prepare to 
work with LEP students. 
In Mississippi, professional development for teachers preparing to work 
with ESL students is offered by the Bilingual Education/National Origin 
Desegregation Office of the Mississippi State Department of Education 
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(Mississippi State Department of Education, 1996). This office provides 
consultants to local school districts to train teachers how to work with LEP 
students. 
Classroom teachers are important links to the new culture in which LEP 
students find themselves immersed. State departments of education, 
university teacher education personnel, and local school district 
administrators should do their part in providing opportunities for teachers 
to develop and improve their skills in teaching LEP students. 
Purpose of the Study 
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The purpose of this study was to investigate selected factors associated 
with preparing elementary teachers to work with limited English proficient 
students in the public elementary schools of north Mississippi. 
Research Questions 
The objectives of this research were (a) to determine the awareness of 
elementary teachers in north Mississippi concerning the legal aspects of 
teaching LEP students, (b) to ascertain if a need exists to prepare teachers 
in north MissisSippi public schools to work with limited English proficient 
stUdents; and (c) to identify types of instruction that teachers in north 
Mississippi public schools would participate in when preparing to work with 
limited English proficient students. The following questions were explored: 
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1. Are elementary teachers in north Mississippi public schools aware of 
the legal aspects of providing instruction for limited English proficient 
students? 
2. Is there a need to prepare elementary teachers in north Mississippi 
public schools to work with limited English proficient students? 
3. Which types of instruction would elementary teachers in north 
Mississippi prefer to participate in when preparing to work with limited 
English proficient students? 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms will be used throughout the study: 
1. Bilingual Education Act - The Bilingual Education Act was initially 
passed by Congress in 1968. The Bilingual Education Act is a policy 
statement. "Congress declares it to be the policy of the United States, in 
order to establish equal educational opportunity for all children, to 
encourage the establishment and operation, where appropriate, of 
educational programs using bilingual educational practices, techniques, 
and methods .. ," (Lessow-Hurley, 1996, p.123). The Bilingual Education Act 
is also known as TItle VII. 
2. Elementary school - The place where children in kindergarten 
through sixth grade attend school. 
3. English as a second language - "English as a second language 
(ESL) also referred to as English for speakers of other languages, is a 
specialized approach to language instruction designed for those who 
have a primary language other than English and who are limited in 
English proficiency" (Carrasquillo, 1994, p. 4). 
4. Inservice training - Training provided by the local school district in 
which one is employed. 
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5. Limited English profiCient (LEP) person - "Nonnative English speakers 
whose English language proficiencies are sufficiently limited to deny them 
the ability to learn successfully in classrooms where English is the only 
medium of instruction" (Olsen, 1989, p. 469). 
6. Mainstream teacher - Any teacher of kindergarten through sixth 
grade who is not a special subject teacher. 
7. North Mississippi - The region of Mississippi north of Highway 8, south 
of the Tennessee boundary, west of the Alabama boundary, and east of 
the Arkansas boundary. 
8. Professional development - A program of preparation which 
enhances the experienced teacher's repertoire of teaching skills. 
9. Preservice teacher- A student who is enrolled in an undergraduate 
teacher education program. 
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1 o. Teaching English as a second language - A field of study in teacher 
education in which one learns methods of teaching the LEP student. 
Umitations 
The limitations of this study were as follows: 
1. The results of the study may not be generalizable to other regions of 
the state or nation since the sample was drawn from schools in north 
Mississippi. 
2. Responses to the questionnaire were subjective and may not reflect 
the respondents' true feelings about the questions being asked. 
3. The low response rate of the sample may have biased the study. 
Delimitations 
This study was limited to 344 classroom teachers from 1 7 public school 
districts in north Mississippi during the spring semester of 1997. The 
researcher limited the study to teachers from school districts with an 
identified LEP population for the 1995-1996 school year as reported in the 
Handbook of Educational Services for Umited English Proficient Students 
(1996) published by the Mississippi State Department of Education. 
Significance of the Study 
Since there is an apparent need for preparing teachers in north 
Mississippi to work with LEP students, the results of this study could serve as 
a guide to state and local school district administrators in preparing 
preservice and inservice teachers to work with LEP students. Personnel 
responsible for teacher education programs could also benefit by using 
the results of this study for redesigning their instructional programs. 
Organization of the Remainder of the Study 
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This study has been organized into five chapters. The first chapter 
provides the rationale and theoretical basis for the study and an overview 
of the research. The second chapter is a review of the literature related 
to the purpose of the study. The third chapter explains the methods and 
materials used in the study. The fourth chapter is a presentation of the 
analysis of the data that were collected in the study. The fifth chapter is a 
summary of the findings of the research study with recommendations for 
further research. 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
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The purpose the literature review was to present a rationale and 
theoretical basis for the study. The literature review is presented in the 
following sections: (a) the legal aspects of English as a second language 
instruction, (b) the need for teachers to prepare to work with LEP 
students, and (c) the preparation of teachers to work with LEP students. 
The United States is a country made up of citizens that have ethnic 
roots reaching into every continent of the world. Valentin (1993) stated, 
II Modem American culture is a polyglot of the heritages of a vast array of 
peoples" (p.26). The Anglo-Saxon, English heritage has been 
predominant in the United States since it became a country in 1776. The 
need to leam English has been faced by countless numbers of immigrants 
and refugees entering this country for the past two centuries. The struggle 
to become part of the mainstream American culture has been felt by 
many LEP persons. The education of individuals who are culturally and 
linguistically diverse will be enhanced by teachers who are prepared to 
teach them. 
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Legal Aspects of Teaching English as a Second Language 
Legal aspects of teaching English as a second language will be 
examined in the first segment of the literature review. A brief history of the 
struggle of LEP persons for second language instruction, specific legal 
mandates related to the instruction of LEP students, and certification 
requirements for ESL teachers are presented in this section. 
The struggle faced by LEP students for special language instruction has 
been an issue for many years. Lessow-Hurley (1996) stated that instruction 
in a language other than English was popular in the United States 
throughout the nineteenth century. However, at the beginning of the 
twentieth century the attitude toward second language learning began 
to change. This change was precipitated by the immigration of many 
Europeans, particularly Germans, into the United States. Many Americans 
felt threatened by the immigrant population, especially after the 
beginning of WW1. 
A movement to promote "English only" instruction was popular in the 
United States after the advent of WW1. Many school districts adopted 
mandates to prevent the teaching of foreign languages (Hakuta & 
Malakoff, 1 990). Ironically, the attitude toward second language 
instruction and individuals whose native language was not English 
changed at the beginning of WW2. The importance of individuals 
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being able to speak a language other than English enhanced the United 
States' effort to win WW2. One incident where this was apparent involved 
the use of the Navajo language. The JQr.:~~ese h(Jd been able to 
interpret and decipher coded messages being sent by the United States. 
A group of Navajo soldiers were enlisted to send coded messages using 
their native language. The Navajo code was never understood by the 
Japanese and this led to victories in the war effort by the United States 
(Lessow-Hurley, 1996). 
Ethnic minorities involved in WW2 found a new sense of pride in being 
American. They were honored and respected in Europe because of the 
freedom they had helped win for many individuals. This sense of pride 
quickly diminished when they returned to the United States where they 
found a segregated nation with a lack of respect for cultural diversity. 
Ethnic minorities that were military heroes in WW2 were not allowed the 
same honors at home as their Anglo-American counterparts, but an 
awareness had been born in ethnic minorities during WW2 that they were 
important citizens. This awareness grew and contributed to the landmark 
Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision in 1954 (Lessow-
Hurley, 1996). 
The Federal government became involved with the education of 
ethnic minorities because states were not honoring their rights. It is the 
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state's responsibility to provide schooling for its citizens. The Constitution 
does not call for or reject the creation of systems of public education. 
However, when a person's constitutional rights are infringed upon, the 
federal government can step in to correct any injustices. The First 
Amendment, which provides for free speech, religion and assembly, and 
the Fourteenth Amendment, which calls for the equal treatment of all 
persons, are two mandates the federal government relies upon when 
rendering judgments concerning the right of an individual to an 
education (Jennings, 1992; Phillips, 1983). 
School segregation on the basis of ethnic identity was practiced in the 
United States until the Brown case. Wang (1976) reported that the Brown 
v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision called for the end of 
segregation. Separate but equal school facilities for ethnic minorities was 
found unconstitutional. The Brown resolution overturned Plessy v. 
Ferguson, the Supreme Court ruling that had made separate but equal 
the law of the land in the late 1800' s. Brown v. Board of Education laid 
the groundwork for subsequent legislation that would allow ethnic 
minorities the same opportunity for a quality education as mainstream 
Americans (Lessow-Hurley, 1996). 
The Civil Rights Act of 1964, which included TItle VI, was implemented 
to help speed the desegregation of schools that had been mandated by 
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the Supreme Court in the Brown ruling. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act was a 
federal mandate that all individuals be treated equally in regard to 
employment and educational opportunities. Title VI allowed the Federal 
government to withhold funding from school districts that discriminated 
against ethnic minorities (Lessow-Hurley, 1996; Mississippi State 
Department of Education, 1996). 
Phillips (1983) explained that the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act (ESEA), created by Congress in the Johnson administration 
during the 1960's, was the most far reaching federal govemment 
intervention program for education in the history of the United States. 
ESEA provided large sums of money for educational programs through 
Title grants. Title I was part of ESEA. Title I was designed to correct the 
inequities that many economically disadvantaged persons and ethnic 
minorities had endured in their quest for an education (Anstrom, 1995). 
The Bilingual Education Act, Title VII, of ESEA first became a law in 
1968-several years after ESEA was established. The Bilingual Education 
Act brought credibility to existing programs for LEP students, provided 
money for teacher training, and funded research in the area of second 
language learning (Hakuta & Malakoff, 1990; Mississippi State Department 
of Education, 1996). 
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Title I and Title VII have gone through numerous revisions during the 
past thirty years. The last major change to these programs took place in 
1994 with the passage of the Improving America's School Act (IASA). The 
IASA reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary Education Act that was 
initiated in 1965. The programs offered under IASA were coordinated to 
offer maximum benefits to students. The improvements in the programs 
were tied to Goals 2000. Goals 2000 are national education goals that all 
children should attain by the year 2000 (Anstrom, 1995; U. S. Department 
of Education, 1995). 
The new Title I law makes it easier for limited English proficient students 
to receive educational help. It also provides funds for programs to 
prepare teachers to teach LEP students (Office of Bilingual Education and 
Minority Affairs, March 1995; U. S. Department of Education, 1995). 
The Bilingual Education Act, TItle VII, was improved with the passage of 
the IASA in 1994. Title VII provides funds to help linguistically and culturally 
diverse students meet the same academic standards of excellence that 
mainstream American students are expected to meet by the year 2000. 
The professional development of teachers is also encouraged by Title VII 
(Caldwell et al.,1996; Office of Bilingual and Minority Affairs, February 
1995). 
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The Lau v. Nichols Supreme Court decision of 1974 has had a major 
impact on the education of LEP students in the United states. This court 
case was brought by Chinese Americans in San Francisco. Wang (1976) 
reported on the Supreme Court's ruling against the San Francisco Unified 
School District. The school district had violated the civil rights of Chinese 
students by not providing them an adequate education. The school 
district believed that the Chinese students were getting the same quality 
of education as English speaking students. However, the school district 
felt they were justified in this belief because Chinese students had access 
to all of the instructional programs and materials offered to English 
speaking students. But the justices of the Supreme Court ruled 
unanimously that the Chinese students were not getting an equal and 
adequate education compared to the English speaking students since 
they could not understand what was being taught. 
The Equal Educational Opportunity Act (EEOA) was passed in 1974, the 
same year as the Lau Supreme Court ruling. The EEOA strengthened the 
Lau decision. The EEOA stated that "no state shall deny equal 
educational opportunity to an individual on account of his or her race, 
color, sex, or national origin, by the failure by an educational agency to 
take appropriate action to overcome language barriers that impede 
equal participation by its students in its instructional programs" {Mississippi 
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State Department of Education, 1996, p. 9). One interpretation of this 
ruling is that a child's civil rights are violated if the child is discriminated 
against because of their inability to speak English. States are required to 
offer instruction that meets the needs of LEP students. They are free to 
choose the types of programs to implement to meet the instructional 
needs of LEP students, but they must provide some kind of educational 
program. Lessow-Hurley (1996) asserted the following: 
In other words, children may not sit in classrooms where they cannot 
understand what is going on. Affirmative steps must be taken to ensure 
that all children have a meaningful educational experience. As 
articulated in the case law, in order to properly serve students who are 
limited English proficient, districts must: 
• develop a program based on a sound theoretical rationale 
• provide trained teachers and sufficient material resources to 
implement the program 
• develop an evaluation system for the program and refine the 
program in accordance with information from the evaluation. (p. 
126) 
Programs for LEP children are more numerous today than they have 
ever been, but many children are still not getting the help they need. 
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There are some school districts with high concentrations of one ethnic 
group. These school districts are required to provide bilingual services for 
this ethnic group. When a school district has children from various 
language groups, instruction in English must be offered (Caldwell et al., 
1996). Laws and Supreme Court cases have established the rights of LEP 
children to receive English language instruction, but sometimes it takes an 
outcry from parents or the public to assure that the educational needs of 
LEP students are met (Grosse & Wagner, 1994; Wang, 1976). 
Certification for English as a second language or bilingual instruction is 
managed by state govemments (Lessow-Hurley, 1996; Valentin, 1993). 
The book, Requirements for Certification of Teachers, Counselors, 
Librarians, and Administrators for Elementary Schools by Tryneski (1996) lists 
the names and addresses of offices which handle the issuance of a 
license or certificate to teach in each state. 
Fleischman (1995) indicated that 32 states have bilingual education 
certificates or endorsements and 41 states offer the ESL certificate or 
endorsement. Kreidler (1987) stated that TESOL programs are usually 
offered at the graduate level, although some undergraduate programs 
exist. This situation accounts for the reason many states offer an 
endorsement in ESL. Certified teachers can return to school to take 
courses which will help them work with LEP students. They can add an 
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endorsement to their already existing teaching certificate when the 
required number of courses is completed. The ESL endorsement is offered 
in the state of Mississippi, but the bilingual endorsement is not (Fleischman, 
1995; Mississippi State Department of Education, 1996). 
The Mississippi State Department of Education lists the minimum 
competencies that must be included in a university or college's program 
of study in TESOL in order for a teacher to obtain the ESL endorsement. 
These competencies include language principles, language acquisition, 
methodology, and cross-cultural awareness (Appendix A). "ESL programs 
which meet the competencies specified by the State Department of 
Education are offered at several colleges or universities in the state 
(Mississippi State Department of Education, 1996, p.29)." The ESL 
endorsement allows a teacher to teach English as a second language in 
kindergarten through twelfth grade. 
Several universities in Mississippi give teachers the opportunity to add 
the ESL endorsement to their teaching certificates. The University of 
Mississippi (Appendix B), The University of Southem Mississippi (Appendix e), 
and Mississippi State University (Appendix D) offer programs of study in 
TESOL (The University of Mississippi, 1997; The University of Southern 
Mississippi, 1993; Mississippi State University, 1992). Jackson State University 
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(Shirley Reed, secretary in English Department, personal communication, 
June 3, 1997), Delta State University, (Dr. Cronin Hines, director of student 
teaching, personal communication, February 1, 1997), Alcorn State 
University (Paul Broome, director of English department, June 3, 1997, 
personal communication), and Mississippi University for Women (Dr. Mary 
Mize, director of student teaching, June 3, 1997, personal communication) 
do not offer a program of study in TESOL. Dr. Mary Mize at Mississippi 
University for Women stated that the possibility of adding the TESOL 
curriculum has been proposed but not yet implemented there. The 
University of Mississippi is the only university in the state of Mississippi to offer 
a Doctor of Philosophy degree with an emphasis in TESOL. The following 
table (see Table 1) explains the availability of TESOL programs at several 
of the major universities in Mississippi. 
The Need for Teachers to be Prepared to Work with LEP Students 
The need for teachers to be prepared to work with LEP students is the 
topic for this portion of the literature review. Demographics related to LEP 
students and ESL teachers, an overview of the TESOL profession, funding 
sources for the professional development of teachers, and facts related 
specifically to the need to prepare teachers to work with LEP students will 
be examined in this section. 
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TABLE 1 
AVAILABILITY OF TESOL PROGRAMS IN MISSISSIPPI 
University Add-on Master's Doctor of 
Endorsement Degree Philosophy 
in TESOL Program in Degree in 
TESOL TESOL 
The University of Yes Yes Yes 
Mississippi 
The University of Yes Yes No 
Southem Mississippi 
Mississippi State Yes No No 
University 
Delta State University No No No 
Jackson State No No No 
University 
Mississippi University for No No No 
Women 
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Dale (1986) stated that most schools in the United States have had the 
responsibility of educating LEP students. Some believe the LEP student 
population in the United States to be as high as seven million and others 
project it to be as low as one million (Anstrom, 1996). Kreidler (1986) 
reported approximately three and one-half million students were limited 
English proficient in the late 1980's. Choy, Geis, and Henke (1996) 
asserted that the number of ESL students attending public schools in the 
United States in the 1993-1994 school year was 5% of the total student 
population. This lack of agreement concerning the number of LEP 
students in American public schools is common. However, one fact that 
has been agreed upon is that the LEP population in the United States is 
increasing (Brooks & Kaufman, 1996; Kreidler, 1986; Lasky, 1992; Parla, 
1994; Rennie, 1993). 
The lack of agreement about the number of LEP students in the United 
States can be linked to the need for a standard definition of what 
constitutes limited English proficiency and to the methods used to count 
LEP students (Anstrom, 1996; Lasky, 1992; Olsen, 1989). Each state that 
applies for federal funds must identify its total LEP population. A state that 
chooses not to apply for federal funds does not have to report the 
number of LEP students enrolled in their schools (Olsen, 1989). Scoring 
below a certain level on a standardized test, teacher observation, 
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parental input, and other methods are used to identify an LEP child. 
Identification methods and criteria vary from school district to school 
district and from state to state. This causes a discrepancy in the number 
of persons reported as LEP. 
The census is used by some researchers to determine the LEP 
population in the United States. Anstrom (1996) noted that the 
identification of an LEP student is based on only two questions on the 
census form. The person being asked the census questions may not 
understand what they are being asked. This can influence LEP population 
estimates. 
It is clear that immigration is causing America to become more 
multicultural. Over 13 million immigrants have entered the United States in 
the last 40 years. The birth rate of immigrants is typically higher than that 
of the majority Caucasian population of the United States. Immigration 
has caused a large increase in the number of individuals classified as LEP 
(Imig, Kostelnik, & Villarruel, 1995). 
The Asian American ethnic group is growing faster than any other 
ethnic group in the United States, even faster than the Hispanics. The 
total number of ,Hispanics is much higher than the Asians, but the Asian 
rate of growth far exceeds that of the Hispanics. The immigration policy 
of the United States has been favorable to Asian immigration since 
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The Immigration Act of 1965. Immigration accounts for the enormous 
increase in the Asian American population in America (Hsia & Hirano-
Nakanishi, 1989). 
The increase of the LEP student population has affected almost every 
school district in the United States (Dale, 1986). Rural as well as urban 
schools have been influenced by this growth (Parla, 1994). Kreidler (1986) 
stated that 50% of all public school teachers in the United States have 
had experience teaching LEP students, but only six percent have had any 
course work in ESL teaching techniques. 
Teachers are being asked to work with ESL students with little or no 
preparation. Most LEP children are taught by classroom teachers that 
have not been exposed to strategies that would assist them in teaching 
English as a second language (Logan, 1987). Only a small number of 
teachers are presently trained to work with LEP students (Abramson, 
Garcia, & Pritchard, 1993). There is a need to prepare preservice and 
inservice teachers to work with students who speak English as a second 
language. The number of teachers being prepared to teach ESL needs 
to increase (Lasky, 1992). 
The field of teaching English as a second language, as an organized 
profession, has existed since the early 1940's. The University of Michigan is 
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recognized as offering the first training for English as a second language 
teachers. The courses they offered centered around the field of 
linguistics. TESOL programs grew and were infused with federal funding 
after the passage of the National Defense Education Act in 1964. Many 
of the TESOL programs that exist today began in the early 1970's. The 
number of university programs in TESOL grew from 46 in 1972 to 196 in 1986 
(Kreidler, 1987). The influx of LEP students into the United States 
perpetuates the need to prepare more ESL teachers. This should 
contribute to the continued growth of TESOL programs at the university 
level. 
Lasky (1992) stated that an English as a second language component 
needs to be included in the mainstream teacher education programs 
that currently exist. The preservice teacher needs to be exposed to 
methods that work with the LEP student. "Therefore, basic credential 
programs must ensure that teachers coming into the field receive training 
in language acquisition, teaching ESL and adapting curriculum to the 
needs of linguistically diverse students" (Abramson, et. ai, 1993, p. 54). The 
professional development needs of teachers already in the classroom 
could be met by providing in service training in ESL techniques (Valentin, 
1993). 
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Several states require all teacher candidates to be prepared to teach 
LEP students. This situation is especially true in states that have large 
populations of students whose first language is not English (Abramson, et 
aI., 1993). Some states require professional development and in service 
training in ESL for all teachers (Clair, 1995). 
Daugherty, McCandless, and Rossi (1996) stated that teachers who live 
in areas with high numbers of LEP students are more likely to receive ESL 
training than their peers in other parts of the country where the LEP 
population is lower. They believe that the level of training teachers 
receive to work with second language leamers is proportionate to the 
number of LEP students they teach. 
The lack of money for TESOL training and development can hinder a 
teacher from taking course work or participating in professional 
development activities. The federal govemment has made it easier for 
teachers to overcome this obstacle. Funding is available to state 
departments of education and universities that have an interest in 
preparing inservice and preservice teachers to work with LEP students. 
The new Bsenhower Professional Development program, TItle I, and the 
Bilingual Education Act provide funds for teacher education and 
professional development (U. S. Department of Education, 1995; 
Mississippi State Department of Education, 1996; Office of Bilingual 
Education and Minority Language Affairs, 1995). 
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The Bsenhower Professional Development program is also known as 
Title II. The needs of the local school district must be considered when 
Title II funds are used. Administrators and teachers decide the type of 
professional development activities that are needed to prepare their 
school district to meet academic goals established by the state. The 
type of professional development authorized by Title II must be consistent 
with the aims of the district and long-term term. Title II also allows 
universities the opportunity to offer programs of professional development 
for teachers. The Bsenhower Professional Development program assists 
schools district and universities in preparing teachers to work with LEP 
students (U. S. Department of Education, 1995). 
As mentioned previously, Title I has gone through many revisions during 
its 3O-year existence. The Improving America's Schools Act of 1994 further 
refined the objectives of Title I. One of the provisions of the new Title I is to 
provide professional development for instructors of LEP students. Many 
school districts employ bilingual aides to work with ESL students. Title I 
supports the professional development of teacher aides as well as 
teachers (Anstrom, 1995; U. S. Department of Education, 1995). 
I 
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The Bilingual Education Act, Title VII, is specifically designed to improve 
the instruction of LEP students. Title VII provides grants to help schools and 
teachers work with LEP students. The federal government prints 
applications for Title VII grants in the Federal Register (Appendix E). Any 
school district or university can apply for funds to prepare teachers to 
work with LEP students. The Bilingual Education Act authorized the 
following: 
Title VII authorizes competitive grants to institutions of higher education, 
states, and districts to upgrade the pre-service and in-service 
professional development of teachers and other educational 
personnel. This training will better prepare teachers to teach limited 
English proficient students to meet the same challenging standards 
expected of all children. (U. S. Department of Education, 1995, p. 6) 
The Eisenhower Professional Development Program, TItle I, and the 
Bilingual Education Act are designed to work together to provide the best 
education possible to diverse student populations. The emphasis on 
teacher preparation and development is to help LEP students reach the 
standards proposed in Goals 2000 (Anstrom, 1995; U. S. Department of 
Education, 1995). 
The state of Mississippi has experienced an increase in its LEP student 
population. II Mississippi has 82 counties and 153 Public School Districts. 
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Currently, limited English proficient (LEP) students are enrolled in 72 of 
these school districts in approximately two thirds of the state's counties" 
(Mississippi State Department of Education, 1996, p. 2). The kindergarten 
through twelfth grade LEP population in Mississippi has risen from 1,291 in 
the 1985-1986 school year (Olsen, 1989) to 2,777 in the 1995-1996 school 
year (Mississippi State Department of Education, 1996). This was a 115% 
increase in the LEP population in a 10-year period. 
The five major language groups represented in Mississippi public 
schools in the 1994-1995 school year were Choctaw, Vietnamese, Spanish, 
Mandarin, and Korean. A total of 48 languages other than English were 
reported to be the native languages of Mississippi's LEP public school 
population during this time period (Mississippi State Department of 
Education, 1995). 
There were approximately 60 teachers with the ESL endorsement in 
Mississippi but only six of these were teaching English as a second 
language in the 1995-1996 school year (Jayne Everett, Mississippi State 
Department of Education .Statistics Director, personal communication, July 
2, 1996: Debra Zischke, Mississippi State Department of Education, 
personal communication, July 1996). The ratio of ESL teachers teaching 
English as a second language to the total number of kindergarten 
through twelfth grade LEP students in Mississippi during the 1995-1996 
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school year was 1 :450. This low ratio of ESL teachers to LEP students 
indicates a need to prepare more teachers to teach English as a second 
language in Mississippi. 
Preparing Teachers to Work with LEP Students 
The LEP student population in the United States is increasing (Brooks & 
Kaufman, 1996; Kreidler, 1986; Lasky, 1992; Parla, 1994; Rennie, 1993). 
This trend is projected to continue. There is a need to prepare teachers to 
work with students who are linguistically and culturally diverse (Parla, 
1994). The number of teachers currently prepared to work with LEP 
students represents a minority of the total teaching population (Goodwin 
& Torres-Guzman, 1995; Kreidler, 1986). The need to offer all teachers the 
opportunity to learn how to work with LEP students is apparent. 
Types of programs which prepare teachers to work with LEP students 
are presented in this section of the literature review. Aspects of preservice 
teacher education and inservice teachers' profeSSional development 
were examined. 
Mainstream teachers usually are not prepared to teach LEP students 
(Logan 1987) and it is their classroom in which the LEP student is generally 
placed. Teacher education programs could help to remedy this situation 
by preparing all preservice teachers to work with LEP students (Lasky, 
1992). University and college teacher education programs need to 
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include a TESOL component in existing courses or add a TESOL course to 
the program of study for mainstream preservice teachers. The preservice 
teacher should be encouraged to take course work in a language other 
than English because this would enhance their understanding of the 
second language learner. Completing course work in TESOL and a 
language other than English would help the preservice teacher to 
develop skills to work with LEP students. These courses need to be a part 
of the preservice teacher's program of study (Logan, 1987). 
Britten (1988) stated that teachers generally teach the way they were 
taught. Novice teachers will continue to apply methods of teaching in 
their own classrooms which they have seen modeled in their teacher 
education programs. Teacher education programs which place value on 
multiculturalism and diversity tend to produce teachers with these same 
values. 
Anstrom and Galbraith (1995) maintained that ESL and mainstream 
teachers should work together to meet the needs of LEP students. The 
State University of New York (SUNY) at Stony Brook teacher education 
program encouraged collaboration between mainstream and ESL 
preservice teachers. The preservice teachers were taught to value the 
needs of LEP students in a class which combined science and ESL. Some 
of the TESOL and science professors at SUNY at Stony Brook developed an 
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interdisciplinary course, based on constructivist principles, to prepare 
preservice teachers to work with LEP students. The TESOL and science 
students enrolled in this class shared expertise relevant to their particular 
areas with each other. The TESOL students learned about science and 
the science students learned ESL teaching techniques. They planned and 
taught lessons collaboratively. The preservice teachers involved believed 
they were better prepared to work with LEP students because of this class 
(Brooks & Kaufman, 1996). The collaborative spirit modeled by the TESOL 
and science professors in this course will likely be emulated by the 
preservice teachers involved when they have their own classrooms. 
Induction year programs have helped preservice teachers make the 
transition to their first job as an educator. Induction year programs pair an 
experienced teacher with a beginning teacher. A mentor/mentee 
relationship is established (Goodwin & Torres-Guzman, 1995; Choy, Geis, & 
Henke, 1996). An induction year program is a good investment for 
school districts because it helps beginning teachers to stay in the 
teaching profession and lessens staff turnover. Many teachers leave the 
teaching profession after just a few years. This is especially true for 
teachers who work with LEP students. Support systems, such as those 
established with induction year programs, would help novice teachers 
stay in the classroom (Gonzales & Sosa, 1993). 
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Experienced teachers can prepare to work with LEP students through 
professional development activities. Teachers benefit from participation 
in professional development activities throughout their careers (Bobbit, et 
aI., 1993; Choy et aI., 1996). Professional development keeps teachers 
informed and up to date about what is going on in their field. 
Inservice programs offer professional development for experienced 
teachers. Mendelsohn (1994) noted the following: 
Inservice is not merely desirable, but essential. Through good inservice 
programs, teachers develop the confidence to grapple with problems 
they are having in their teaching and try to make changes, even 
though they do not have, and will never have, all the answers. 
(pp. 92-93). 
Mendelsohn reported that teachers should have input into the type of 
in service they need. Teachers should be consulted about what they 
would like to learn about culturally and linguistically diverse students. 
Then appropriate professional development should be designed around 
the needs of the teachers. 
Peer coaching is another type of professional development that can 
strengthen a teacher's understanding of LEP students. An ESL teacher is 
paired with a mainstream teacher in the peer coaching model. These 
teachers work with one another in the mutually supportive environment of 
the classroom to enhance their skills for teaching LEP students. Peer 
coaching is long-term and meaningful (Anstrom & Galbraith, 1995). 
The trainer of trainers approach is the last type of program for 
preparing ESL teachers that will be examined in this section of the 
literature review. Teachers receive training in a particular method or 
technique and then share their expertise with other teachers in their 
school when this method is utilized (United States Department of 
Education, 1994). 
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The Bay Area Writing (BAWP) project utilized the trainer of trainers 
model. Gray and Sterling (1997) stated that the BAWP, which began in 
1974, was an effort to change the attitude many held toward writing in 
schools across the United States. There was a lack of understanding 
about the writing process and of the importance of writing which the 
BAWP wanted to change. The BAWP also had another goal. They 
desired to establish meaningful professional development activities for 
teachers. 
The National Writing Project (NWP) was born from the efforts of the 
BAWP. The NWP utilized the trainer of trainers model. Teachers make the 
best teachers of other teachers, according to Gray and Sterling (1997). 
The NWP supports summer institutes where teachers receive extensive 
preparation in the writing process. These teachers then take the skills 
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they leam back to the local school district, where they present programs 
of professional development for their colleagues. The NWP funds the 
University of Mississippi Writing Project (UMWP). The UMWP provides 
professional development opportunities for teachers in 1 7 north Mississippi 
counties (Progressive Education Workshops, 1997). 
Teachers in Mississippi who work with LEP students could benefit from a 
program of training similar to the model used by the National Writing 
Project. The National Writing Project funds the Mississippi Writing-Thinking 
Institute which provides professional development for teachers in the 
summer and throughout the school year. Teachers who attend the 
summer institute of the Mississippi Writing-Thinking Institute go back into 
their school district to teach other teachers how to implement writing into 
their classroom (Linda Perkes, Mississippi Writing-Thinking Institute, 
November 25, 1996, personal communication). 
The Bilingual Education/National Origin Desegregation Office of the 
Mississippi State Department of Education (Mississippi State Department of 
Education, 1996) reported that consultants were available to work with 
local school districts in providing professional development sessions to 
prepare teachers to work with LEP students. This office also maintains two 
libraries of materials to utilize when teaching LEP students. One of the 
libraries is located in Biloxi and the other in Jackson. Any teacher in 
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Mississippi can check out materials for an extended period of time to use 
with their students. The materials can be checked out and returned in the 
mail. 
The increase in the number of LEP students in Mississippi public schools 
and the lack of teachers prepared to teach them supports the need to 
offer programs of instruction to preservice and in service teachers in north 
Mississippi which would prepare them to work with this population of 
students. Course work relevant to teaching LEP students should be 
included in the preservice teachers' programs of study (Logan, 1987). 
Experienced teachers would benefit from exposure to inservice activities 
prepared to help them work with LEP students (Mendelsohn, 1994). 
Summary of the Uterature Review 
Factors associated with preparing teachers to work with LEP students 
were investigated in the literature review. The legal aspects of second 
language instruction, the need to prepare teachers to work with LEP 
students, and types of instruction for the preparation of teachers of English 
as a second language were examined. 
The literature revealed the struggle LEP students have endured in their 
quest for an education. It was discovered that federal mandates had to 
be initiated to assure LEP individuals access to an education 
commensurate with that of mainstream American students. 
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According to the research, the number of LEP students attending 
public schools in the United States is not proportionate to the number of 
teachers prepared to teach them. The LEP student population is 
projected to continue to affect classrooms in urban as well as rural areas 
of America. There is a need to prepare all teachers, preservice and 
inservice, to work with LEP students. 
Types of instruction for preparing teachers to work with LEP students 
were also examined. Various instructional practices were found to 
prepare preservice and inservice teachers to work with LEP students. 
The literature review presented a rationale and theoretical basis for the 
study. Teachers are important links to the new culture in which LEP 
students find themselves immersed. State departments of education, 
university teacher education personnel and local school district 
administrators should do their part in providing opportunities for teachers 
to develop and improve their skills in teaching LEP students. The input of 
teachers should be considered when teacher education programs and 
professional development activities are planned for preservice and 
in service teachers preparing to work with LEP students. 
CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
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The purpose of this study was to investigate selected factors associated 
with preparing elementary teachers to work with limited English proficient 
(lEP) students in the public elementary schools of north Mississippi. This 
chapter will describe the subjects, materials, and procedures used to 
gather and analyze the data needed for the study. The chapter is 
presented in three sections: (a) subjects, (b) instrument, and (c) 
procedures. 
Subjects 
The subjects for this study were elementary teachers from 17 school 
districts in north Mississippi public schools with an identified lEP student 
population as reported on the annual lEP survey conducted by the 
Mississippi State Department of Education's Project Director for Bilingual 
Education and National Origin in the spring of 1996 (Mississippi State 
Department of Education, 1996). The school districts with an lEP 
population in the spring of 1996 were as follows: Alcorn, Benoit, Calhoun 
County, Cleveland, Corinth, DeSoto County, Holly Springs, Houston, 
Itawamba, Lee County, Nettleton, Oxford, Pontotoc County, Senatobia 
Municipal, Tishomingo County, Tunica County, and Tupelo. 
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The population of elementary teachers in the school districts of north 
Mississippi with a LEP population was 2,047 in the 1996-1997 school year. 
The population total was determined using the Mississippi Educational 
Directory (1996) which listed school districts and the schools within the 
districts and a database report from the Office of Management 
Information Systems at the Mississippi State Department of Education 
which listed the names and addresses of all kindergarten through eighth 
grade teachers in the school districts of north Mississippi. 
Each teacher from school districts in north Mississippi with LEP students 
was included in the population count for this study. A table of random 
numbers was used to generate the list of teachers for the sample (Borg & 
Gall, 1989). A random sample of 325 was recommended for a population 
size of 2,047 (Krejcie & Morgan, n.d.). The researcher adjusted this size 
upward by 24 subjects. An upward adjustment in the sample size is 
recommended when survey research is utilized. This adjustment is 
necessary because some of the sample may choose not to respond to 
the survey (Balian, 1994). A random sample of 344 elementary teachers 
was chosen to participate in the study. 
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Instrument 
The instrument used to gather the data for this study was a 
questionnaire (Appendix F) constructed by the researcher. Most of the 
questions were in a checklist format. Some open-ended questions were 
also included. There were five categories of questions on the 
questionnaire. The five categories of questions were as follows: (a) 
demographics (see Table 2), (b) legal aspects of teaching LEP students 
(see Table 3), (c) the need to prepare teachers to work with LEP students 
(see Table 4), (d) types of instruction for preparing teachers to work with 
LEP students (see Table 5), and (e) a general question related to teaching 
LEP students (see Table 6). There were six questions in the demographics 
category, three in the legal aspects category, eleven in the need to 
prepare teachers category, three in the type of instruction category, and 
one in the general questions category. 
After the questionnaire had been returned by the teachers 
participating in the survey, several minor errors were discovered on the 
questionnaire. The errors were as follows: (a) The numerals for 7 and 8 
were not used when numbering the questionnaire; (b) a question mark 
instead of a peri~d should have been used on question number 11 after 
the phrase "which of the following groups were represented"; (c) a 
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TABLE 2 
QUESTIONS RELATED TO DEMOGRAPHICS 
How many years of teaching experience do you have? 
0-1 2-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 20 or more 
What is the highest degree you have obtained? 
Bachelor Master Specialist Doctorate 
Was English the first language you learned as a child? 
Yes No 
Are you proficient in a language other than English? 
Yes No 
Which graders) do you teach? 
_ Kindergarten _ First Grade _ Second Grade _ Third Grade 
Fourth Grade Fifth Grade S'lXfh Grade Grade Not listed 
Have you ever been in a situation where you needed to know a language other than 
English? 
-
Yes 
-
No 
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TABLE 3 
QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF TEACHING LEP STUDENTS 
Have you been made aware of the legal mandates that apply to teaching limited 
English proficient students? 
Yes No 
Are you familiar with the Bilingual Education Act which provides money for 
teacher training and student programs for limited English proficient children? 
Yes No 
A teacher who has a standard Mississippi teaching certificate can add an 
endorsement in teaching English as second language to his or her certificate. This K-12 
endorsement can be added by taking from 12 to 15 semester hours of specified course 
work. Would you be interested in adding this endorsement to your certificate? 
Yes No 
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TABLE 4 
QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE NEED TO PREPARE TEACHERS TO WORK WITH 
LEP STUDENTS 
Do you have any experience teaching limited English proficient children in the 
classroom? 
Yes No 
Approximately how many limited English proficient students were in your school district 
during the 1995-1996 school year? 
0 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26 or more 
If limited English proficient students were enrolled in your school district during the 
1995-1996 school year, which of the following groups were represented. If there were no 
limited English proficient students in your 
school district. go to number 12. 
_ Choctaw _ Korean _ Chinese _ Mexican 
-
Vietnamese 
Other (please specify) 
Approximately how many limited English proficient students are in your school dismct 
during the 1996-1997 school year? 
0 1-5 6-10 10-15 16-20 20-25 26 or more 
If limited English proficient students are enrolled in your school district 
during the 1996-1997 school year, which of the following groups are represented. If 
there are no limited English proficient students in your school dismct. go to number 14. 
_ Choctaw _ Korean _ Chinese _ Mexican _ Vietnamese 
Other (olease specify) 
If your school district has limited English proficient students, place a check beside each 
of the following statements that applies. Go to number 15 if your school district does not 
have any limited English proficient students. 
In my school district. limited English proficient students . 
__ are taught by a regular classroom teacher 
__ are taught by an assistant teacher 
__ are taught in the regular classroom setting 
__ are taught only in their native language 
__ are taught only in English 
are taught using their native language and English 
The number of limited English proficient students in my school district has: 
_ Increased during this school year 
_ Decreased during this school year 
_ Not changed during this school year 
If there is an increase, why does this seem to be happening? 
The number of limited English proficient students in my school district will probably: 
_Increase during the 1997-1998 school year 
_ Decrease during the 1997-1998 school year 
Not chanoe durino the 1997-1998 school year 
TABLE 4 (continued) 
Has your education prepared you to teach limited English proficient students? 
Yes No 
How do you rate your college education in preparing you to teach limited English 
proficient students? 
_ Very satisfactory __ Satisfactory _ Acceptable 
Not Satisfactory Unacceptable 
What have you done to prepare to teach limited English proficient students? 
a. _I have taken an undergraduate college course or courses. 
Which type(s) of undergraduate course(s) did you take? 
_ A course specifically on teaching limited English proficient students 
_ A course which contained a component on teaching limited 
English proficient students 
b. _ I have taken a graduate college course or courses. 
Which type(s) of graduate course(s) did you take? 
_ A course specifically on teaching limited English proficient students 
_ A course which contained a component on teaching limited English 
proficient students. 
c. _ I have completed training sponsored by my local school district 
and conducted by someone in the local school district. 
d. _ I have completed training sponsored by my local school district and 
conducted by someone from outside the local school district. 
e. _ I have completed a seminar or workshop conducted at a 
professional conference. 
f. _ Other (please specify) _______________ _ 
g. _ I have not had any training related to teaching limited English 
proficient students. 
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TABLE 5 
QUESTIONS RELATED TO TYPES OF INSTRUCTION FOR PREPARING TEACHERS 
TO WORK WITH LEP STU DENTS 
Which type of fraining would you be willing to participate in order to learn how to 
teach limited English proficient students? 
a. _ An undergraduate college course 
Which type of undergraduate course would you prefer to take? 
_ A course specifically on teaching limited English proficient students 
_ A course which contains a component on teaching limited English 
proficient students 
b. _ A graduate college course 
Which type of graduate course would you prefer to take? 
_ A course specifically on teaching limited English proficient students 
_ A course which contains a component on teaching limited English 
proficient students 
c. _ Training sponsored by my local school district and conducted by 
someone in the local school disfrict 
d. _ Training sponsored by my local school district and conducted by 
someone from outside the local school district 
e. _ A seminar or workshop conducted at a professional conference 
f. _ Other (please specify) _______________ _ 
g. _ I am not interested in preparing to work with limited English proficient students at 
this time. 
When would you prefer to attend training sessions to learn how to teach limited English 
proficient stUdents? 
_ During the summer _ During the school year 
Other (please specify), 
Where would you prefer to attend training sessions to leem how to teach limited English 
proficient students? 
_ My local school district _ A college or university 
Other (please specify) 
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TABLE 6 
GENERAL QUESTION RELATED TO TEACHING LEP STUDENTS 
Briefly respond to the following question. What should be done to prepare teachers to 
work with limited English proficient students? 
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question mark instead of a period should have been used on question 
number 13 after the phrase "which of the following groups are 
represented"; (d) the numbering of the categories on question 12 should 
have been consistent with the categories on number 10; and (e) the 
word "order" should not have been used in question number 20. Also, 
teachers should have been given an opportunity to respond to question 5 
in an open-ended format. The teachers should have been asked to 
explain what type of situation they had been in when knowledge of 
another language was necessary. 1 
Procedures 
The questionnaire was pretested the last week of February and the first 
week of March in 1997. The last week of February a teacher research 
group, of which the researcher is a member, was given a copy of the 
questionnaire to critique. Three teachers from this group responded to 
the questionnaire. Two of these teachers were from school districts in 
north Mississippi which had an identified LEP population. One was an 
instructor of English at a community college in north Mississippi. The first 
week of March two instructors at a university in north Mississippi gave their 
graduate students, who were teachers in north Mississippi public schools 
. lA corrected copy of the questionnaire is located in Appendix G. 
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with an identified LEP population, the opportunity to respond to the 
questionnaire. Four teachers fit into this category and responded to the 
questionnaire. A total of seven teachers in all participated in the 
pretesting of the questionnaire. Only one teacher wrote that one 
question was unclear. The researcher rewrote this question. The 
researcher added several more questions to the questionnaire and 
refined others to clarify them after attending an international TESOL 
conference the second week of March. A postcard (Appendix H) was 
mailed to the school addresses of the sample on March 18. The postcard 
let the teachers know the type of study that was being conducted and 
told them to expect a questionnaire in the mail soon. 
The questionnaire, a cover letter (Appendix I), and a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope were sent to the sample on April 7. The number of 
questionnaires returned by April 22 was 129. Because of the low retum 
rate, the researcher determined that the questionnaire needed to be 
sent out again. The responses to the questionnaires were anonymous, but 
some teachers chose to put their names and addresses on the retum 
envelope or on the optional section of the questionnaire. The response 
rate may have been better if the researcher had coded the 
questionnaires to determine which subjects had returned the survey. 
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The second set of questionnaires was sent to teachers who had not 
identified themselves when the initial questionnaire was returned. The 
questionnaire, a cover letter (Append~ J), and a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope were mailed the last week of April. Teachers were asked to 
disregard the second letter if they had already returned the 
questionnaire. A total of 72 addtional questionnaires were returned in 
May and June. The total number of questionnaires returned in all was 201 . 
This total represents 62% of the recommended sample size of 325 and 58% 
of the upward adjusted sample size of 344. 
Data AnalysiS 
The data from the questionnaires were analyzed using the SPSS 6.1 for 
Windows Student Version (1994) software package. Tables were used to 
present the data. Statistical analysis involved measuring frequency and 
percentage of responses. 
CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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The purpose of this study was to investigate selected factors associated 
with preparing elementary teachers to work with limited English proficient 
students in the public elementary schools of north Mississippi. The data 
collected in the study, the results obtained from the statistical analysis, 
and a summary of the findings are presented in chapter four. 
A profile of the sample is presented in the first section of this chapter. 
Then the data collected and results obtained are presented for each of 
the research questions posed for the study. The questions are addressed 
in the following order: (a) Are elementary teachers in north Mississippi 
public schools aware of the legal aspects of providing instruction to 
limited English proficient students?; (b) Is there a need to prepare 
elementary teachers in north Mississippi public schools to work with limited 
English proficient students?; and (c) Which types of instruction would 
elementary teachers in north Mississippi prefer to participate in when 
preparing to work with limited English proficient students? The data 
collected and results obtained for one general, open-ended question are 
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also reported. A summary of the findings is included in the last section of 
this chapter. 
Analysis of Sample Profile Questions 
Six demographic questions were posed on the questionnaire. The 
sample profile was derived from these questions. A table summarizes the 
number and percentage of responses for each question. 
Question 1 asked, II How many years of teaching experience do you 
have?" The respondents answered by checking whether they had 0-1, 
2-5,6-10, 11-15, 16-20, or 20 or more years of experience (see Table 7). 
The respondents reported the following number of years of teaching 
experience: (a) 13 (6.5%) had 0 to 1 year of teaching experience; (b) 41 
(20.4%) had 2-5 years of teaching experience; (c) 25 (12.4%) had 6 to 10 
years of teaching experience; (d) 35 (1 7.4%) had 11-15 years of teaching 
experience; (e) 30 (14.9%) had 16 to 20 years of teaching experience; 
and (f) 57 (28.4%) had 20 or more years of teaching experience. 
Question 2 asked, IIWhat is the highest degree you have obtained?" 
The respondents answered by checking whether they had a bachelor's, 
master's, or specialist's degree (see Table 8). The respondents reported 
the highest degree they had obtained as follows: (a) 132 (65.7%) had a 
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TABLE 7 
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
Number of Years Frequency Percent 
o to 1 13 6.5 
2to5 41 20.4 
6 to 10 25 12.4 
11 to 15 35 17.4 
16 to 20 30 14.9 
20 or more 57 2B.4 
Total 201 100.0 
TABLEB 
HIGHEST DEGREE OBTAINED 
Degree Frequency Percent 
Bachelor 132 65.7 
Master 65 32.3 
Specialist 4 2.0 
Doctorate 0 0 
Total 201 100.0 
bachelor's degree; (b) 65 (32.3%) had a master's degree; and (c) 4 
(2.0%) had a specialist's degree. None of the respondents reported 
having a doctorate. 
Question 3 asked, "Was English the first language you learned as a 
child?" The respondents answered by checking yes or no on the 
questionnaire (see Table 9). Each of the respondents reported that 
English was the first language they learned as a child. 
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Question 4 asked, "Are you proficient in a language other than 
English?" The respondents answered by checking yes or no on the 
questionnaire (see Table 10). The number of respondents proficient in a 
language other than English was 6 (3.0 %). The number of respondents 
who were not proficient in a language other than English was 195 ( 97%). 
Question 5 asked, "Have you ever been in a situation where you 
needed to know a language other than English?" The respondents 
answered by checking yes or no on the questionnaire (see Table 11). The 
number of respondents who had been in a situation where they needed 
to know a language other than English was 107 (53.2%). There were 93 
(46.3%) of the respondents who had not been in this situation. There was 1 
(.5%) of the respondents who did not reply to this question. 
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TABLE 9 
FIRST LANGUAGE LEARNED AS A CHILD 
Was English Your First Language? Fre~uency Percent 
Yes 201 100.0 
No 0 0.0 
TABLE 10 
PROFICIENCY IN A LANGUAGE OTHER THAN ENGLISH 
Proficiency in a Language Other Than English Frequency Percent 
Yes 6 3.0% 
No 195 97.0% 
Total 201 100.0% 
TABLE 11 
SITUATION WHERE KNOWLEDGE OF ANOTHER LANGUAGE WAS NEEDED 
Situation where knowledge of another language Frequency Percent 
was needed 
Yes 107 53.2 
No 93 46.3 
No response 1 .5 
Total 201 100.0 
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Question 9 asked, "Which graders) do you teach?" The respondents 
answered by checking the graders) they taught. The grades listed were 
kindergarten, first grade, second grade, third grade, fourth grade, fifth 
grade, sixth grade, or not listed. Respondents who taught more than one 
grade were reported as multi-grade (see Table 12). The respondents 
reported the graders) they taught as follows: (a) 17 (8.5%) taught 
kindergarten; (b) 29 (14.4%) taught first grade; (c) 29 (14.4%) taught 
second grade; (d) 19 (9.5%) taught third grade; (e) 19 (9.5%) taught 
fourth grade; (f) 14 (7.0%) taught fifth grade; (g) 21 (10.4%) taught sixth 
grade; and (h) 45 (22.4%) taught more than one grade. There were eight 
(4.0%) of the respondents who did not report the graders) they taught. 
Analysis of Research Questions 
This section addresses the research questions posed for this study. The 
questions will be addressed in the following order. (a) Are elementary 
teachers in north Mississippi public schools aware of the legal aspects of 
providing instruction to limited English proficient students?; (b) Is there a 
need to prepare elementary teachers in north Mississippi public schools to 
work with limited English proficient students?; and (c) Vvhich types of 
instruction would elementary teachers in north Mississippi prefer to 
participate in when preparing to work with limited English profiCient 
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TABLE 12 
GRADES TAUGHT 
Grade Frequency Percent 
K 17 8.5 
1 29 14.4 
2 29 14.4 
3 19 9.5 
4 19 9.5 
5 14 7.0 
6 21 10.4 
Multi-grade 45 22.4 
Not listed 8 4.0 
Total 201 100.0 
students? A table summarizes the data collected and the statistical 
results obtained for each question in this category. 
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The first research question in this study asked, II Are elementary teachers 
in north Mississippi public schools aware of the legal aspects of providing 
instruction to limited English proficient students?" Questions 23, 24, and 25 
of the questionnaire dealt with the legal aspects of providing instruction 
to LEP students. The sample's responses to these questions are reported in 
this section of the data analysis. 
Question 23 asked, II Have you been made aware of the legal 
mandates that apply to teaching limited English proficient students?" 
The respondents answered by checking yes or no on the questionnaire 
(see Table 13). The number of respondents who reported they were 
aware of the legal mandates that apply to teaching LEP children was 48 
(23.9%). The number of respondents who were not aware of the legal 
mandates that apply to teaching LEP children was 146 (72.6%). There 
were 7 ( 3.5%) of the respondents who did not respond to this question. 
Question 24 asked, II Are you familiar with the Bilingual Education Act 
which provides money for teacher training and student programs for 
limited English proficient children?" The respondents answered by 
checking yes or no on the questionnaire (see Table 14). The number of 
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TABLE 13 
AWARE OF LEGAL MANDATES 
Legal Mandates Frequency Percent 
Yes 48 23.9 
No 146 72.6 
No response 7 3.5 
Total 201 100.0 
TABLE 14 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION ACT 
Bilingual Education Act Frequency Percent 
Yes 30 14.9 
No 163 81.1 
No response 8 4.0 
Total 201 100 
respondents who were familiar with the Bilingual Education Act was 30 
(14.9%). The number of respondents who were not familiar with the 
Bilingual Education Act was 163 (81.1 %). There were 8 (4.0%) of the 
respondents who did not respond to this question. 
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Question 25 stated, II A teacher who has a standard Mississippi 
teaching certificate can add an endorsement in teaching English as a 
second language to his or her certificate. This K-12 endorsement can be 
added by taking from 12 to 15 semester hours of specified course work. 
Would you be interested in adding this endorsement to your certificate?" 
The respondents answered by checking yes or no on the questionnaire 
(see Table 15). The number of respondents who were interested in adding 
the ESL endorsement to their certificate was 79 (39.3%). There were 115 
(57.2%) of the respondents who were not interested in adding the ESL 
endorsement to their certificate. The number of respondents who did not 
respond to this question was 7 (3.5%). 
The second research question in this study asked, "ls there a need to 
prepare elementary teachers in north Mississippi public schools to work 
with limited English proficient students?" Questions 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 1 7, 18, and 19 of the questionnaire dealt with the need to prepare 
elementary teachers in north Mississippi to teach LEP students. The 
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TABLE 15 
ESL ENDORSEMENT 
ESL Endorsement Frequency Percent 
Yes 79 39.3 
No 115 57.2 
No response 7 3.5 
Total 201 100.0 
sample's responses to these questions are reported in this section of the 
data analysis. 
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Question 6 asked, "Do you have any experience teaching limited 
English proficient children in the classroom?" The respondents answered 
by checking yes or no on the questionnaire (see Table 16). The number of 
respondents who had experience teaching LEP children was 54 (26.9%). 
There were 144 (71 .6%) of the respondents who did not have any 
experience teaching LEP students. The number of respondents who did 
not respond to this question was 3 (1 .5%). 
Question 10 asked, "Approximately how many limited English proficient 
students were in your school district during the 1995-1996 school year?" 
The respondents answered by checking 0, 1-5,6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21-25 or 
26 or more (see Table 17). The respondents reported the following 
number of LEP students in their school districts in the 1995-1996 school 
year. (a) 0 was reported by 38 (18.9%) of the respondents; (b) 1-5 was 
reported by 75 (37.3%) of the respondents; (c) 6-10 was reported by 33 
(16.4%) of the respondents; (d) 11-15 was reported by 12 (6.0%) of the 
respondents; (e) 16-20 was reported by 9 (4.5%) of the respondents; (f) 
21-25 was reported by 1 (.5%) of the respondents; (g) 26 or more was 
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TABLE 16 
EXPERIENCE TEACHING LEP CHILDREN 
Experience teaching LEP children Frequency Percent 
Yes 54 26.9 
No 144 71.6 
No response 3 1.5 
Total 201 100.0 
TABLE 17 
LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS IN THE 1995-1996 SCHOOL YEAR 
Number of Students Frequency Percent 
0 38 18.9 
1-5 75 37.3 
6-10 33 16.4 
11-15 12 6.0 
16-20 9 4.5 
21-25 1 .5 
26 or more 17 8.5 
No response 16 8.0 
Total 201 100 
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reported by 17 (8.5%) of the respondents; and no response was reported 
by 16 (8.0%) of the respondents. 
Question 11 asked, "If limited English proficient students were enrolled 
in your school district during the 1995-1996 school year, which of the 
following groups were represented. If there were no limited English 
proficient students in your school district, go to number 12. The 
respondents answered by checking Choctaw, Korean, Chinese, Mexican, 
Vietnamese and other. Multiethnic was used to code a respondent's 
answer if more than one ethnic group was checked on the questionnaire 
and none was used to code respondents who did not report any LEP 
students in their school district (see Table 18). The respondents reported 
the following groups of LEP students in their school district during the 
1995-1996 school year. (a) Chinese was reported by 3 (1.5%) of the 
respondents; (b) Mexican was reported by 97 (48.3%) of the respondents; 
(c) Vietnamese was reported by 1 (.5%) of the respondents; (d) other was 
reported by 5 (2.5%) of the respondents; (e) multiethnic was reported by 
41 (20.4%) of the respondents; (f) none was reported by 54 (26.9%) of the 
respondents; and (g) Choctaw and Korean was not reported by any of 
the respondents. 
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TABLE 18 
GROUPS OF LEP STUDENTS IN THE 1995-1996 SCHOOL YEAR 
Groups Represented Frequency Percent 
Chinese 3 1.5 
Mexican 97 48.3 
Vietnamese 1 .5 
Other 5 2.5 
Choctaw 0 .0 
Korean 0 .0 
Multiethnic 41 20.4 
None 54 26.9 
Total 201 100 
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Question 12 asked, "Approximately how many limited English proficient 
students are in your school district during the 1996-1997 school year?" The 
respondents answered by checking 0, 1-5, 6-10, 10-15, 16-20, 20-25 or 26 
or more (see Table 19). The respondents reported the following number 
of students in their school districts in the 1996-1997 school year. (a) 0 was 
reported by 43 (21.4%)of the respondents; (b) 1-5 was reported by 68 
(33.8%) of the respondents; (c) 6-10 was reported by 26 (12.9%) of the 
respondents; (d) 11-15 was reported by 19 (9.5%) of the respondents; 
(e) 16-20 was reported by 8 (4.0%) of the respondents; (f) 21-25 was 
reported by 3 (1.5%) of the respondents; (g) 26 or more was reported by 
14 (7.0%) of the respondents; and (h) no response was reported by 20 
(10.0%) of the respondents. 
Question 13 asked, "If limited English proficient students are enrolled in 
your school district during the 1996-1997 school year, which of the 
following groups are represented. If there are no limited English proficient 
students in your school district, go to number 14." The respondents 
answered by checking Choctaw, Korean, Chinese, Mexican, Vietnamese, 
. 
and other. Multiethnic was used to code a respondent's answer if more 
than one ethnic group was checked on the questionnaire and none was 
used to code respondents who did not report any LEP students in their 
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TABLE 19 
LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS IN THE 1996-1997 SCHOOL YEAR 
Number of Students Frequency Percent 
0 43 21.4 
1-5 68 33.8 
6-10 26 12.9 
11-15 19 9.5 
16-20 8 4.0 
21-25 3 1.5 
26 or more 14 7.0 
Nore~onse 20 10.0 
Total 201 100.0 
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school district (see Table 20). The respondents reported the following 
number of LEP students in their school districts in the 1996-1997 school 
year: (a) Chinese was reported by 2 (1.0%) of the respondents; (b) 
Mexican was reported by 90 (44.8%) of the respondents; (c) other was 
reported by 3 (1.5%) of the respondents; (d) multiethnic was reported by 
45 (22.4%) of the respondents; (e) none was reported by 61 (30.3%) of the 
respondents; and (f) Vietnamese, Choctaw, and Korean was not 
reported by any of the respondents. 
Question 14 stated, "If your school district has limited English proficient 
students, place a check beside each of the following statements that 
applies. Go to number 15 if your school district does not have any limited 
English proficient students." The respondents answered by checking each 
of the following that applied to their situation. In my school district, 
limited English proficient students; (a) are taught by a regular classroom 
teacher, (b) are taught by an assistant teacher, (c) are taught in the 
regular classroom setting; (d) are taught only in their native language; 
(e) are taught only in English; and (f) are taught using their native 
language and English (see Table 21). The number of teachers responding 
to the statements in question 14 were as follows: (a) "In my school district, 
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TABLE 20 
GROUPS OF LEP STUDENTS IN THE 1996-1997 SCHOOL YEAR 
Groups Represented Frequency Percent 
Chinese 2 1.0 
Mexican 90 44.8 
Other 3 1.5 
Multiethnic 45 22.4 
Vietnamese a .0 
Choctaw a .0 
Korean a .0 
None 61 30.3 
Total 201 100.0 
TABLE 21 
WAYS LEP STUDENTS ARE TAUGHT IN NORTH MISSISSIPPI PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
LEP STUDENTS ARE TAUGHT . Frequency Percent 
By a regular classroom teacher 133 66.2 
By an assistant teacher 58 28.9 
In the regular classroom setting 104 51.7 
Only in their native language 1 .5 
Only in English I 72 35.8 
Using their native language and English 47 23.4 
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LEP students are taught by a regular classroom teacher," was reported by 
133 (66.2%) of the respondents; (b) "In my school district, LEP students are 
taught by an assistant teacher," was reported by 58 (28.9%) of the 
respondents; (c) "In my school district, LEP students are taught in the 
regular classroom setting," was reported by 104 (51.7%) of the 
respondents; (d) "In my school district, LEP students are taught only in 
their native language," was reported by 1 (.5%) of the respondents; (e) 
"In my school district, LEP students are taught only in English," was 
reported by 72 (35.8%) of the respondents; and (f) " In my school district, 
LEP students are taught in their native language and English," was 
reported by 47 (23.4%) of the respondents. 
Question 15 stated, "The number of LEP students in my school district 
has ." The respondents checked one of following phrases to 
complete the statement posed in question 15: (a) Increased during this 
school year, (b) decreased during this school year, and (c) not changed 
during this school year. If there was an increase, the respondents were 
asked to state why there was an increase (see Table 22). The respondents 
reported the following changes in their school district's LEP population for 
the 1996-1997 school year. (a) An increase was reported by 64 (31.8%) of 
the respondents; (b) a decrease was reported by 19 (9.5%) of the 
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TABLE 22 
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF LEP STUDENTS DURING 1996-1997 SCHOOL YEAR 
Number of students Frequency Percent 
Increased 64 31.8 
Decreased 19 9.5 
Not changed 92 45,8 
No response 26 12.9 
Total 201 100.0 
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respondents; (c) the number of respondents that reported their LEP 
population had not changed was 92 (45.8%) of the respondents; and (d) 
the number of respondents that did not respond to this question was 26 
(12.9%) of the respondents. 
There were 64 (31 .8%j of the respondents who reported an increase. 
Only 38 of the teachers reporting an increase responded as to why they 
thought this was happening. These responses were placed in three 
categories. The categories were work, immigration, and miscellaneous. 
There were 27 respondents who stated work was the cause for the 
increase in the LEP population. The work category included employment 
in construction reported by 8 respondents, casinos reported by 8 
respondents, farming reported by 3 respondents, and employment in 
general reported by 8 respondents. The immigration category was 
reported by 8 respondents. The responses of three teachers fit into the 
miscellaneous category. 
Question 16 stated, liThe number of LEP students in my school district 
will probably ." The respondents checked one of following phrases 
to complete the statement in question 16: (a) Increase during the 
1997-1998 school year, (b) decrease during the 1997-1998 school year, 
(c) not change during the 1997-1998 school year (see Table 23). The 
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TABLE 23 
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF LEP STUDENTS DURING 1997-1998 SCHOOL YEAR 
Number of students Frequency Percent 
Increase 99 49.3 
Decrease 6 3.0 
NotchanQe 76 37.8 
No response 20 10.0 
Total 201 100.0 
respondents reported that they expected the LEP population in their 
school districts to do the following in the 1997-1998 school year: 
(a) An increase was expected by 99 (49.3%) of the respondents; (b) a 
decrease was expected by 6 (3.0%) of the respondents; and (c) no 
change was expected by 76 (37.8%) of the respondents. No reply was 
given to this question by 20 (10.0%) of the respondents. 
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Question 17 asked, II Has your education prepared you to teach limited 
English proficient students?" The respondents answered by checking yes 
or no on the questionnaire (see Table 24). The number of respondents 
who believed their education had prepared them to work with LEP 
students was 9 (4.5%). The number of respondents who did not believe 
their education had prepared them to teach LEP students was 189 
(94.0%). No response was given to this question by 3 (1.5%) of the 
respondents. 
Question 18 asked, II How do you rate your college education in 
preparing you to teach limited English proficient students?" The 
respondents answered by checking one of the following categories on 
the questionnaire: (a) Very satisfactory; (b) satisfactory; (c) acceptable, 
(d) not satisfactory; or (e) unacceptable (see Table 25). The respondents' 
ratings on how their college education prepared them to work with LEP 
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TABLE 24 
EDUCATION TO TEACH LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT STUDENTS 
Prepared to teach LEP students Frequency Percent 
Yes 9 4.5 
No 189 94.0 
No response 3 1.5 
Total 201 100.0 
TABLE 25 
RATINGS OF COLLEGE EDUCATION 
Preparation to teach LEP students Frequency Percent 
Very satisfactory 2 1.0 
Satisfactory 13 6.5 
Acceptable 13 6.5 
Not satisfactory 113 56.2 
Unacceptable 53 26.4 
No response 7 3.5 
Total 201 100.0 
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students was as follows: (a) Very satisfactory was reported by 2 (1.0%) of 
the respondents; (b) satisfactory was reported by 13 (6.5%) of the 
respondents; (c) acceptable was reported by 13 (6.5%) of the 
respondents; (d) not satisfactory was reported by 113 (56.2%) of the 
respondents; (e) unacceptable was reported by 53 (26.4%) of the 
respondents. No reply was given to this question by 7 (3.5%) of the 
respondents. 
Question 19 asked, "What have you done to prepare to teach limited 
English proficient students?" The respondents answered by checking 
each of the following statements that applied to them: (a) I have taken 
an undergraduate college course or courses; (b) I have taken a 
graduate college course or courses; (c) I have completed training 
sponsored by my local school district and conducted by someone in the 
local school district; (d) I have completed training sponsored by my local 
school district and conducted by someone from outside the local school 
district; (e) I have completed a seminar or workshop conducted at a 
professional conference; (f) other (please specify) ; and (g) I 
have not had any training related to teaching limited English proficient 
students? The statements, "I have taken an undergraduate college 
course or courses," and "I have taken a graduate college course or 
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courses," were further delineated on the questionnaire by asking the 
respondents to check whether the course work they had taken was 
specifically on teaching LEP students or if it had a component on 
teaching LEP students. Some of the respondents checked if their course 
work was specifically on teaching LEP students or if it had a component 
on teaching LEP students, but others did not. Some only checked if they 
had taken an undergraduate or graduate course. The researcher did not 
report if the course work taken by the respondents was specifically on 
teaching LEP students or if the course work had a component on 
teaching LEP students. This was necessary because of the inconsistencies 
the respondents displayed in marking these statements on the 
questionnaire (see Table 26). The teachers in the survey had done the 
following to prepare to work with LEP students: (a) 13 (6.5%) of the 
respondents had taken an undergraduate college course or courses; {bJ 
3 (1.5%) had taken a graduate college course or courses; (c) 2 (1.0%) had 
completed training in the local school district which was conducted by 
someone in the local school district; (d) 4 (2.0%) had completed training 
in the local school district which was conducted by someone from outside 
the local school district; (e) 4 (2.0%) had completed a seminar or 
workshop at a professional conference; (f) 8 (4.0%) had completed some 
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TABLE 26 
WHAT TEACHERS HAVE DONE TO PREPARE TO TEACH LEP STUDENTS 
What teachers have done to Frequency Percent 
prepare to teach LEP students 
Taken an undergraduate course or 13 6.5 
courses 
Taken a graduate course or courses 3 1.5 
Completed training in local school 2 1.0 
district conducted by someone 
from local school district 
Completed training in local school 4 2.0 
district conducted by someone 
from outside local school district 
Completed a seminar or workshop 4 2.0 
at a professional conference 
Other 8 4.0 
Have not had any training related 175 87.1 
to teaching LEP students 
other type of training to prepare to work with LEP students; and (g) 175 
(87.1 %) had not participated in any training related to working with LEP 
students. 
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The third research question in this study asked, "Which types of 
instruction would elementary teachers in north Mississippi prefer to 
participate in when preparing to work with limited English proficient 
students?" Questions 20, 21, and 22 of the questionnaire dealt with types 
of instruction elementary teachers in north Mississippi would prefer to 
participate in when preparing to work with LEP students. The sample's 
responses to these questions are reported in this section of the data 
analysis. 
Question 20 asked, "Which type of training would you be willing to 
participate in to learn how to teach LEP students?" The respondents 
answered by checking each of the following that applied to them: 
(a) An undergraduate college course; (b) a graduate college course; 
(c) training sponsored by my local school district and conducted by 
someone in the local school district; (d) training sponsored by my local 
school district and conducted by someone from outside the local school 
district; (e) a seminar or workshop conducted at a professional 
conference; (f) other (please specify) ; and (g) I am not 
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interested in preparing to work with limited English proficient students at 
this time. Types of undergraduate or graduate courses were further 
delineated on the questionnaire by asking the respondents to check 
whether they would prefer to take a course specifically on teaching LEP 
students or a course with a component on teaching LEP students. Some 
of the respondents checked if their course work would be specifically on 
teaching LEP students or if it would have a component on teaching LEP 
students, but others did not. Some only checked if they would like to take 
an undergraduate or graduate course. The researcher did not report if 
the course work the respondents preferred to take would be specifically 
on teaching LEP students or if the course work would have a component 
on teaching LEP students. This was necessary because of the 
inconsistencies the respondents displayed in marking these statements on 
the questionnaire (see Table 27). The preferences of the teachers in the 
study related to preparing to teach LEP students were as follows: (a) 
There were 41 (20.4%) of the respondents who wanted to take an 
undergraduate course; (b) a total of 59 (29.4%) of the respondents 
wanted to take a graduate course; (c) there were 83 (41.3%) of the 
respondents who would complete training in the local school district if 
conducted by someone from inside the school district; (d) a total of 105 
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TABLE 27 
HOW TEACHERS PREFER TO PREPARE TO WORK WITH LEP STUDENTS 
How teachers prefer to prepare to work with LEP Frequency Percent 
students 
Take an undergraduate college course 41 20.4 
Take a graduate college course 59 29.4 
Complete training in the local school district 83 41.3 
conducted by someone from the local school 
district 
Complete training in the local school district 105 52.2 
conducted by someone from outside the local 
school district 
Complete a seminar or workshop at a 88 43.8 
professional conference 
Other 1 .5 
Not interested in preparing to work with LEP 31 15.4 
students 
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(52.2%) of the respondents would complete training in the local school 
district if conducted by someone from outside the school district; (e) there 
were 88 (43.8%) of the respondents who would like to complete a seminar 
or workshop at a professional conference; (f) only 1 (.5%) of the 
respondents wanted to do something other than what was listed on the 
questionnaire; and (g) there were 31 (15.4%) of the respondents who 
were not interested in preparing to work with LEP students. 
Question 21 asked, "When would you prefer to attend training sessions 
to leam how to teach limited English proficient students?" The 
respondents answered by marking during the summer, during the school 
year, or other (please specify) . They were asked to choose 
each of the statements that applied to their situation (see Table 28). The 
teachers in the study preferred the following times for preparing to work 
with LEP students: (a) During the school year was chosen by 123 (61.2%) 
of the respondents; (b) during the summer was chosen by 54 (26.9%) of 
the respondents; and (c) other was chosen by 9 (4.5%) of the 
respondents. 
Question 22 asked, "Where would you prefer to attend training sessions 
to learn how to teach limited English proficient students?" The 
respondents answered by checking one of the following statements: 
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TABLE 28 
PREFERRED TIME FOR TRAINING SESSIONS 
When teachers prefer to attend training sessions Frequency Percent 
to prepare to work with LEP students 
During the school year 123 61.2 
During the summer 54 26.9 
Other 9 4.5 
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(a) In my school district; (b) a college or university; and (c) other (please 
specify) (see Table 29). The teachers in the study preferred to 
attend training sessions to work with LEP students at the following 
locations: (a) The local school district was chosen by 145 (72.1 %) of the 
respondents; (b) a college or university was chosen by 44 (21.9%) of the 
respondents; and (c) other locations were suggested by 10 (5.0%) of the 
respondents. 
Analysis of General Question 
There was one question in the general question category. Question 26 
was an open-ended question. Question 26 stated, .. Briefly respond to the 
following question. What should be done to prepare teachers to work 
with limited English proficient stUdents?" A total of 134 (66.7%) of the 
teachers in the survey responded to this open-ended question. Some of 
the teachers made more than one response. The researcher read and 
categOrized each of the respondents' statements (see Table 30). There 
were 6 responses that fit in the access to ESL materials category, 2 in the 
computer related items category, 6 in the monetary assistance category, 
77 in the teacher development activities category, 40 in the preservice 
teacher training category, and 31 in the category labeled other. 
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TABLE 29 
WHERE TEACHERS PREFER TRAINING 
Where training is preferred Frequency Percent 
Local school district 145 72.1 
College or university 44 21.9 
Other 10 5.0 
TABLE 30 
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE TO PREPARE TEACHERS TO WORK WITH LEP 
STUDENTS 
Response categories Number of responses 
Give teachers access to ESL materials 6 
Give teachers access to computer related items 2 
Provide monetary assistance to teachers 
preparing to work with LEP students 6 
Provide teacher development activities 77 
Provide preservice teacher training 40 
Other 31 
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Summary of Rndings 
A summary of the findings for each category of questions on the 
questionnaire will be reported in this section. The questions on the 
questionnaire were placed into the sample profile category, the research 
questions category, and the general question category. The questions 
will be examined in this order. 
The sample profile category revealed that 60.7% of the respondents to 
the survey had 11 or more years of teaching experience. It also showed 
that only 34.3% of the respondents had pursued a graduate degree. All 
of the respondents reported that English was the first language they 
learned as a child. Only 3% were proficient in a language other than 
English. Over half of the respondents, 53.2%, had been in a situation 
where knowledge of another language was needed. The distribution of 
teachers across grade levels was concentrated in first and second grade, 
(28.8%) and at the multi-grade (22.4%) level. 
The three questions in the research question category are addressed in 
the following order. (a) Are elementary teachers in north Mississippi public 
schools aware of the legal aspects of providing instruction to limited 
English proficient students?; (b) Is there a need to prepare elementary 
teachers in north Mississippi public schools to work with limited English 
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proficient students?; and (c) Which types of instruction would elementary 
teachers in north Mississippi prefer to participate in when preparing to 
work with limited English proficient students? 
Are elementary teachers in north Mississippi public schools aware of the 
legal aspects of providing instruction to limited English proficient students? 
A majority, 72.6% of the respondents, were not aware of the legal 
mandates related to providing instruction to LEP students. Only 14.9% 
were aware of the Bilingual Education Act which provides funding for 
teacher training and development and student programs related to LEP 
students. Less than half of the respondents, 39.3%, were interested in 
adding the ESL endorsement to their teaching certificate. 
Is there a need to prepare elementary teachers in north Mississippi 
public schools to work with limited English proficient students? A majority 
of the respondents, 68.7%, indicated that their school districts had an LEP 
student population in the 1996-1997 school year. School districts with an 
LEP population of 11 to 15 or more was reported by 22% of the 
respondents during this same period. Mexicans represented the largest 
group of LEP students in the public elementary schools of north Mississippi. 
A large number of the respondents, 94%, believed their education 'had 
not prepared them to work with LEP students. Over 80% of the 
respondents rated their college education as not satisfactory to 
unacceptable in preparing them to teach LEP students. A total of 1 75 
respondents (87.1 %) reported they had not had any training related to 
teaching LEP students. 
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Which types of instruction would elementary teachers in north 
Mississippi prefer to participate in when preparing to work with limited 
English proficient students? The majority of the respondents (52.2%) 
preferred to complete training in the local school district and to have the 
training conducted by someone from outside the school district. Many of 
the respondents (43.8%) also stated that they would like to complete a 
seminar or workshop at a professional conference. There were 20% of the 
respondents who preferred to take an undergraduate course and 29% 
who preferred to take a graduate course related to TESOL. 
The majority of the respondents preferred to attend training sessions to 
prepare to work with LEP students during the school year. Only 1 out of 4 
preferred to attend training sessions during the summer. Most of the 
respondents (72.1 %) wanted training sessions to be conducted at their 
local school district. 
There was one question in the general question category of the 
questionnaire. This open-ended question asked the respondents to briefly 
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respond to what they thought should be done to prepare teachers to 
work with limited English proficient students. There were 77 responses 
(55.4% of the responses) that indicated professional development 
activities should be provided to prepare experienced teachers to work 
with LEP students. A total of 40 responses (28.9% of the responses) stated 
that preservice teachers should be prepared to work with LEP students 
while in their undergraduate teacher education program. 
CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
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A summary of the study will be examined in the first section of this 
chapter. A discussion of the conclusions based on the results obtained 
from the study will be reported in the second section of this chapter. The 
third section will contain recommendations related the study. 
Implications drawn from the analysis of collected data will be presented 
in the last section of this chapter. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to investigate selected factors associated 
with preparing elementary teachers to work with limited English proficient 
students in the public elementary schools of north Mississippi. The 
objectives of this research were (a) to determine the awareness of 
elementary teachers in north Mississippi concerning the legal aspects of 
teaching LEP students, (b) to ascertain if a need exists to prepare teachers 
in north Mississippi public schools to work with limited English proficient 
students, and (c) to identify types of instruction that teachers in north 
Mississippi public schools would participate in when preparing to work with 
limited English proficient students. The following questions were explored: 
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1. Are elementary teachers in north Mississippi public schools aware of 
the legal aspects of providing instruction for limited English proficient 
students? 
2. Is there a need to prepare elementary teachers in north Mississippi 
public schools to work with limited English proficient students? 
3. Which types of instruction would elementary teachers in north 
Mississippi prefer to participate in when preparing to work with limited 
English proficient students? 
Several limitations to the study were apparent. The limitations of the 
study were as follows: (a) the results of the study may not be 
generalizable to other regions of the state or nation since the sample was 
drawn from public elementary schools in north Mississippi; (b) responses to 
the questionnaire were subjective and may not reflect the respondents' 
true feelings about the questions being asked; and (c) the low response 
rate to the survey may have biased the study. 
The subjects for this study were elementary teachers from 17 school 
districts in north Mississippi public schools with an identified LEP student 
population as reported on the annual LEP survey conducted by the 
Mississippi State Department of Education's Project Director for Bilingual 
Education and National Origin in the spring of 1996 (Mississippi State 
Department of Education, 1996). A random sample of 344 elementary 
teachers was chosen from this population to participate in the study 
during the spring of 1997. 
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A questionnaire developed by the researcher was sent to 344 subjects 
in April to survey topics related to this study. The total number of 
questionnaires retumed to the researcher was 201 (58%). 
The data from the questionnaires was analyzed using the SPSS 6.1 for 
Windows Student Version (1994) software package. Tables were used to 
present the data. Statistical analysis involved measuring frequency and 
percentage of responses. 
Conclusions 
The majority of the respondents in the study were experienced 
teachers who had not pursued a graduate degree. Although all the 
respondents stated that English was their first language, the majority had 
experienced a situation where knowledge of another language was 
needed. Almost 40% of the teachers responding to the survey were first, 
second, and third grade teachers. 
Are teachers in north Mississippi aware of the legal aspects of providing 
instruction for limited English proficient students? The survey suggested 
that most teachers in north Mississippi public schools were unaware of the 
legal aspects of providing instruction to LEP students. This is partly due to 
the lack of emphasis placed on legal mandates in teacher education 
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programs. In general, there is little room in a teacher educator's program 
of study for school law issues. This can be traced to the control that state 
departments of education have over the curriculum offered at public 
institutions of higher learning. When the state department of education 
realizes that there is a need to prepare preservice and inservice teachers 
in Mississippi to work with LEP students, the legal mandates will be more 
widely recognized. 
The survey also indicated that there was a lack of awareness among 
teachers concerning the availability of funds to prepare them to work 
with LEP students. The Bilingual Education Act is one of the main sources 
of money for ESL teacher training and LEP student programs, yet the 
majority of teachers in north Mississippi were unaware of its existence. The 
lack of knowledge displayed by the respondents concerning the Bilingual 
Education Act could be attributed to the lack of communication that 
exists between principals and teachers in local school districts. School 
administrators are the ones that usually receive information about funding 
sources from state departments of education and other sources, but there 
is a breakdown in the transfer of this information to teachers. 
A total of 71% of the respondents to the survey had experience 
teaching LEP students. Almost half of the respondents in the study, 49.3%, 
projected that the LEP student population in their school district would 
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increase during the 1997 to 1998 school year. According to the research 
reported in the literature review, the LEP student growth trend is expected 
to continue. Although lout of 4 teachers in north Mississippi have had 
experience working with LEP students, more teachers will work these 
students in the future. 
The majority of teachers in the study were not pleased with their 
current level of preparedness to teach LEP students, even though they 
desired to be better prepared to work with this population of students. 
Teachers are adept at evaluating their own needs in relationship to 
current and future classroom situations. According to the survey, teachers 
would take part in professional development activities to prepare to work 
with LEP students if these activities were offered at the local school district 
level. 
Recommendations 
The purpose of this study was to investigate selected factors associated 
with preparing elementary teachers to work with limited English proficient 
(LEP) students in the public elementary schools of north Mississippi. Since 
teachers in the study expressed a desire to prepare to work with LEP 
students, state departments of education and teacher education 
personnel, and local school district administrators should provide 
opportunities for preservice and in service teacher training. 
Recommendations related to this study are as follows: 
1. Local school district administrators should help teachers become 
aware of the legal aspects of providing instruction to LEP students by 
offering professional development activities in this area. 
2. Local school districts administrators should establish procedures to 
assist teachers in obtaining information on LEP students. The lines of 
communication between teachers and administrators should be clearly 
delineated. 
3. Local school district administrators should appoint someone to 
disseminate information on grants and other funding sources directly to 
teachers. They should provide professional development activities to 
assist teachers in locating and writing grants to obtain funding for ESL 
teacher preparation and LEP student instruction. 
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4. Teacher education personnel should conduct research to compare 
the achievement of students whose teachers had training to work with 
LEP students with teachers who did not have any training to work with LEP 
students. 
5. Teacher education programs should integrate a TESOL component 
into existing course work or offer course work specifically in TESOL to 
preservice teachers. 
6. Teacher education personnel in Mississippi should encourage 
preservice teachers to complete course work in a foreign language, 
preferably Spanish, since there is a large number of Spanish speaking 
students in north Mississippi public schools. 
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7. Teacher education personnel at the University of Mississippi should 
expand their TESOL program to the DeSoto Center in northwest Mississippi 
because of the large number of teachers working with LEP students in that 
area. 
8. The Mississippi State Department of Education should publicize the 
availability of personnel to conduct professional development activities 
for inservice teachers. 
9. The Mississippi State Department of Education should promote the 
use of the two libraries of ESL materials they maintain for teachers working 
with LEP students. One of the libraries is in Jackson and the other is in 
Biloxi. 
10. The Mississippi State Department of Education should open an ESL 
library in the northern part of Mississippi, preferably at The University of 
Mississippi, since there are a large number of school districts in that area 
with LEP students. 
11. The Mississippi state Department of Education should implement 
the trainer of trainers model when preparing teachers to work with LEP 
students. 
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12. Teachers should take more responsibility in seeking out sources of 
funding for their educational pursuits. Resources on writing and obtaining 
grants are as close as the local library or the Intemet. 
13. Research on the issue of inclusion, which includes mandates on 
providing an appropriate education for all children, should be conducted 
in relation to LEP students. 
14. This study should be expanded to include teachers from other 
areas of Mississippi. 
Implications 
The factors investigated in this study have yielded information that will 
help state department and teacher education personnel, and local 
school district administrators in planning professional development and 
preservice training programs to prepare teachers in north Mississippi to 
work with limited English proficient students. Implications related to the 
study are as follows: 
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1. Local school district administrators can use the results of this study to 
plan professional development activities that will prepare teachers to 
work with LEP students. 
2. Mississippi State Department of Education personnel can use the 
results of this study to plan how to better meet the needs of LEP students 
in north Mississippi. 
3. Teacher education personnel can use the results of this study to 
plan TESOL instruction for preservice and inservice teachers. 
4. Teachers may be more interested in preparing to work with LEP 
students if they know that funds, such as those provided by the Bilingual 
Education Act, are available to assist them in their educational pursuits. 
This study provides information to local school districts pertaining to various 
govemment mandates related to funding professional development 
programs for experienced teachers and training for preservice teachers. 
5. This study could serve as a guide to state and local school district 
administrators in preparing preservice and inservice teachers to work with 
LEP students. Personnel responsible for teacher education programs 
could also benefit by using the results of this study for redesigning their 
instructional programs. Since a majority of the respondents indicated that 
their teacher education program had not prepared them to work with 
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LEP students, many children are going to be placed in classrooms where 
teachers are not prepared to teach them, unless programs to prepare 
teachers to work with LEP students are implemented in north Mississippi. 
The following conclusions were reached based on the results of the 
this study: (a) teachers in north Mississippi public schools are not aware of 
the legal mandates that pertain to LEP students; (b) there is a need to 
prepare teachers in north Mississippi public schools to work with LEP 
students; and (c) teachers in north Mississippi public schools have 
preferences concerning the types of instruction they would participate in 
when preparing to work with LEP students. 
The above recommendations and implications should assist local 
school district administrators and state department of education and 
teacher education personnel in planning programs of instruction for 
preservice and in service teachers in north MissiSSippi. The struggles that 
many LEP students have encountered when entering schools in north 
Mississippi will be lessened if teachers are prepared to teach them. 
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MINIMUM COMPETENCIES FOR ADDING AN ENGLISH AS A SEC6ttD 
LANGUAGE (ESL) ENDORSEMENT TO A CURRENT TEACHING CERTIFICATE. 
[. l..anpa. Principles 
A. Phonoiocy (lOund sysiem) .. 
1. De&erminc eM phonemic chancreriscic:a in a pven ward (CoC .. c:onsonan&S. blcack. vowels. and dipluhoncs). 
2. Undcrslllld Ibe bail: concepu of phcmoloU in senccncealphrasa (c.~ IIRIS. inlGnation. junccurc. and pilCh). 
3. Rec:opize eM Rlalionship of 1M EnClish sound sysum to ics wftucn alphabe&. 
B. SIlUClUR~) • 
1. Comprehend 1M principles of EncIish marpholou (word forms) IS dI&y Ria IG lancuap .:quisition. 
2. UadasClnll ....... yu Enclish IJII&U (1aII.CnCC SUUCIUIe IIId word __ ). 
3. Daennine principia of.,.... and morpholocica1 inrerCerenca ___ Enclish and ocher lanpaces. 
C. LlnCUCC Repw (~) 
1. DUrcnnliara ..... 1DnuI II1II infanul spoba Enclish. 
2. our ............ forIIIIl and inbIul wriaaa Enclish. 
3. UndIn1and ilia ........... of idioIIIa and II ... 
Do ....... AcIquisiIiaft 
A. UudalClall .. apply CIDIIIl ....... of lira ... MICIOftIIlluapaae acquisilion. 
8. M.ta iaIIrucdonal ....... willa ............ dworieI. 
C. c:on.p.. ...... ~ of cIiIfIIal ... edInic. ad culanl poupI. 
D. DiK ___ 1aapap pa&ci .d ........ lit ... iaIapoaoaal COIIUIUmicaIi •• skiDs (COftvasadGnallaDpqe) _ capirive 
"pIc", ....... 1IdIIs (fIIaIboat ...... ). 
'. 
A. Idauify..,. cIIIncWi .... of fa&Ii*. a .................. ada. 
B. 1dIaIify ............ -.., ilia ............ ill ...... or Iifteniac. Ip',Jri ... radia&. and wriIin&-
C. Oavelop ........ ~ Cor ftIiDuI .. poups'lIII Enc1ish .. a MCCIIId IInpIp pntr~ 1neIs. 
O. Adapt na-ws .. curricula fiD ImP...,....· caIIanI aad Unpisdc cmr ...... 
A. Apply .... 1inpiItic .. a.M""nnl ......... to cIuaoom.........-1IChaiqua. 
8. 1dIaIify ................. iadiara ~ ID cuIanl and IiIIpiIric diI&naca. 
C. Idaarify c:uJIIn.IpIcI&I ......... , IClda .. lUCIa as ....... r.:iIl ........ _ eye CIOIUKL 
O. IdaIIiIy .,..:ik dim .... 01 U. S. cullin. . 
E. Cocnpaa _ CGlUrUl r_ of u. S. culan with .... of olber cuIans. 
F. Idauily cuIanl bias ill ..... .....ws. 
V. Assasmalt 
A. 
B. 
c., 
O. 
Eo 
Daip ........ _ ror pI_ pro .... - acIIievanen& of Iimir.ed aclilh (II'O&c:i1lll ~IUdaIU. ., ' 
IcIauify niIIbIa EaP* ... ....a ....... _ ...... inslNlMiUl wbichaaia ineamplJUIC wilil kill obli&l&IOns of disuidS 
• IinUd EqIiIh (11'0'" .11=,. . . 
:s::..nriaalkindlofEqlilll.allCGlllll ......... liDllllins ...... (c.a..onla-v .... coa.posilions.sundlrdized 
....... --). Idauily cuIanl bias ill u. JITfS _____ 
Recopiza pouibla ~_ ill IimW Eaalilla plQ8cienl1llldcAll (a.a .. lJS. SLD. MIt. ErnH. .. om. 
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TESOL PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI 
Who is eligible? 
Other Reouirements: 
For the MA &agree, ma Bachelor's degree from an 
accredited IrYilllution. For the Ph.D., a Master's 
degree In linguistics, EFL, English, or a Foreign 
Language. For those with other majora, prerequisites 
will be required. 
GRE scores must be filed with The Graduate School 
before admission. For the MA degree, a ICOf8 of 800 
Is preferred. For the Ph.D., a acore of 1000 I, 
preferred. These scores willasiure full admlallon. If 
scores are lower, but competitive, Itudenll will be 
admitted but they may be required to attain a GPA of 
3.3 (on a 4-polnt scale) on the first nine hours. 
For International students, a TOEFL acore of 550 or 
above for full admission (600 or .bove preferred for 
the Ph.D.) must be filed In The Gradu.te School 
before admission. If the TOEFL Is between 523 and 
549 English (EFS 100; win be required. 
Dtgrtt ArMw 
Arlene O. Schrade, M.e., TESOL and Ph.D., Foreign 
Language Education, The Ohio State University 
Dr. Schrade, a professor In the Department of 
Curriculum and Instrudlon at the Ole Mill School of 
Education, has taught foreign I.nguegn, lingulatlca, 
methodology. curriculum, and telting for EFL and 
Spanish In illinois, Ohio, and Mlullllppl.nd written 
numerous books and article, on foreign language 
education and Spanish. Dr. Schrade has been adlve 
throughout her profellional career In sllte, reglon.I, 
and national organizations, HrvIng on executive 
boards as offlClr and rapr8Hnlltive. 
For More Information 
Contact: Dr. Arlene Schrade 
School of Education 
University, MS 38677 
Telephone: (601) 232·7622 or 232·7057 
FAX: (601) 232·7149 
e-mail: aschrade@olemlss.edu 
For additional Information concerning 
admission, luition. or financial aid, contact: 
The Graduate School 
University, MS 38617 
Telephone: (601) 232-7474 
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MASTER OF ARTS PROGRAM 
The Master of Arts program at The 
University of Mississippi requires 36 
semester hours to Include English as a 
Foreign language, Advanced Methods of 
Teaching Foreign languages, two practica 
providing supervised on-the-job training In 
various settings, 12 hours of linguistics, 6 
hours of electives In Education, and 6 
hours of electives In related fields outside 
education or more linguistics. 
" 
A thesis option exists (6 hours In place of 6 
hours of education electives). 
A three-hour wriHen comprehensive is 
required 'at the end of the program. 
Proficiency In a foreign language Is also 
required, with English fulfilling the requisite 
for International students. 
State of Mississippi Certification 
To complv with certification for Mississippi, 
teachers at the M level, If A level 
certification Is In a foreign language or 
English, the following courses must be 
completed: 
Educational Research - EDRS 605 
Curriculum - EDCI 601 
TESOl - EDCI 542 
Methods - EOSE 501 
Practicum - EORO 520 
History of the English 
language - English 505 
Descriptive Grammar - English 501 
For A-level add-on endorsement In EFl, 
the last 5 courses above must be 
completed, 
Linguistics Courses 
Philosophy of language 
language and Culture 
Cross-Cultural Psychology 
Descriptive Grammar 
Modern Grammar 
History of the English language 
Historical linguistics 
Discourse Pragmatics 
Syntax 
Morphology 
Phonology 
Semantics 
Dialectology 
SociOlinguistics 
Old English 
linguistics Seminars 
French and Spanish linguistics 
Artificial Intelligence 
Natural Language Processing 
'J • ~ "I 
".he !... 
" £\, 'I '"~;'\11ti~ -r}fa: .,-\\~~ 
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DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
The Doctor of Philosophy program 
at The University of Mississippi 
requires 60 semester hours beyond 
the Master's degree, to Include 
Research; Statistics; Curriculum; 
Educational Psychology; three-hour 
elective in Education; Foreign 
language Methods; Second 
Language Acquisition; Cross-
Cultural Psychology; 9 hours 
outside Education in linguistics, 
writing, or communication theory; a 
one-semester internship in various 
settings; and 18 hours of 
dissertation. 
A 12-hour written comprehensive 
examination is required at the end 
of the program. 
Skills in two or more foreign 
languages are also required, with 
English fulfilling a requisite for 
international students. 
.. \ 
_1 
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TESOL PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI 
Master of Arts in the Teaching of Languages (TESOL Emphasis) 
Department of Foreign Languages 
The University of Southern Mississippi 
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5038 "' .. -I I~ 
be Department of Foreign Languages at the University of Southern Mississippi offers a program leading to the Master of Arts in the 
reaching of Languages (MATI.) with an emphasis in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL). The focus of the 
MATI. is on developing and enhancing the knowledge and skills in language. language acquisition. and language instruction that are 
essential for both effective teaching and successfulleaming. The MATI. is offered year-round. with the option of completing the 
program through Summer Only registration. 
Admission Requirements 
Members of all unden"epresented groups are suongly encouraged to apply to for admission CO the MATI. Program. The following 
materials are reviewed in the admission process: 
1. Official scores for the Graduate Record Examination (ORE) or the National Teacbers Examinations (N1E) or the Miller 
Analogies Test (MAn. 
2. Official transaip(s for all previous underg!aduare and graduaIe studies. Successful applicants in the past have bad undergraduate 
grade point averages over the last two years of undergraduate smdy that range from 2.75 to 4.0 on a 4.0 scale. 
3. For intemalional studenrs whose native language is not Englisb. official scores on the Test of English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL). Successful applicants have bad a toral TOEFL score of 560 or above. with no section score lower than 54. 
See the Academic R.eqnirements section of the Graduare Bulletin for odIer general requirements. Conditional admission may be 
considered for appIicanlS whose IDldergJaduar.e gI3de point average andfor test scores are marginal but who show promise for success in 
graduate studies. The requirements for a cbaDge to full admission will be stared at the time of acceptance into the program. 
General Program Academic Requirements (subject to change) 
All students are expected to complete the following requirements: 
1. A toral of dlirty-tbree (33) hours of graduare level courses with eighteen (18) hours in courses numbered over 600. 
2. The courses in the MATI. core: FL 561. FL 663. FL 664. FL 665. and FL 694 (See below). 
3. The courses specific [0 the lESOL empbasis:TSL641 orTSL 692. ENG 501. and a course to be arranged (See below). 
4. A language proficiency requirement of9 bours of CQIlversational foreign language study (or equivalent) with an average of"B" or 
better for students whose first language is English. 
5. A comprehensive examination. 
6. A final reflective paper. 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
MAlL Core (l5 bours) 
Methods in Foreign and Second Language Teacbing 
Applied Linguistics in Foreign and Second Languages 
Second Language Acquisition Theory and Practice 
Sociocultural & Sociolinguistic Perspectives in Language 
Practicum in Foreign and Second Language 
IESOL Core (9 hours) 
Seminar in lESOL (repeatable to 6 hours) ~ Special Problans 
TSL or FL course to be ammged 
Advanced Grammar 
A SamgUgg of Electives 
Curriculum Development & Teacbing ApproadIes 
in Multicultural Education CIE 600 
History of the English Language ENG S06 
Reading for Diffemlt Cultural Groups CIE 704 
The Psychology of Reading CIE 706 
Language and Speech Development SHS 501 
Introduction ro Composition Theory ENG 590 
ESL Endorsement Coursework 
FL 561 
FL 663 
FL 664 
FL 665 
FL 694 
TSL 641 or TSL 692 
ENG 501 
UraawrelHistory/American Studies (one maximum) 
AMS 504 Issues in America 
ENG 589 SIDdies in American Lireramre 
HIS 576 History of American Thought IT 
R.esean:b: Irs InIrOduction and & Methodology REF 60 1 
Basic Course in Curriculum Development REF 607 
Special Problems in TESOL TSL 692 
The following program of srudy leads to me add-on Endorsement in ESL to current Mississippi reaching certification: FI.. 561. FI.. 
663. FL 664. CIE 600. 
or furtWr"information, contact Dr. Bill Powell at the address above or at (tei) 6011266-4864 or (fax) 
6011266-4853. Otber primary MA TL empbasis areas are in Spanisb and French. Dual language programs of 
study can also be arranged. 950901 
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TESOL PROGRAM AT MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY 
( 1) EMPHASIS IN TESOL 
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Department of Enqlish, Mississippi State University 
The emphasis in Enqlish requires 12 hours of course work in 
Teachinq Enqlish as a Second Lanquaqe. The course work is offered 
throuqh the Department of Enqlish at Mississippi State University. 
Underqraduate and qraduate students in Enqlish, Enqlish Education 
and Foreiqn Lanquaqes are eliqible to app~y provided they have met 
all prerequisites for the courses and satisfied the requirements of 
the Department of Enqlish. 
SAMPLE PROGRAM 
Note: This is effective for all students cODlDlencinq their emphasis 
in TESOL as of Fall 1992. 
FALL: 
* EN4403/6403 
* EN4463/6463 
EN4453/6453 
SPRING: 
Introduction to Linquistics (3) 
Second Lanquaqe Acquisition (3) 
TESOL Course Desiqn and Testinq (3) 
* EN4433/6433 
* EN4423/6423 
Teachinq of Enqlish as a Second Lanquaqe (3) 
Applied Transformational Enqlish Grammar (3) 
* = core courses for emphasis in TESOL 
Note: EN4453/6453 may be substituted for one of the core 
~ourses only for Fall 1992. 
ELECTIVES: The followinq courses will ~ substitute for the core 
courses for a TESOL emphasis. However, students wishinq to take 
more courses in linquistics can choose from the followinq: 
EN4633/6633 
EN4623/6623 
EN8583 
Sociolinquistics (3) 
Lanquaqe and CUlture (3 ) 
Seminar in Stylistics (3) 
(2) Certification in TESOL for the state of Mississippi 
Students in Enqlish, Enqlish Education and Foreiqn Lanquaqes who 
hold a Class A Standard Teachinq Certificate can be certified in 
TESOL provided they have passed EN4403/6403, EN4423/6423, 
EN4433/6433 and EN4463/6463. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION/QUESTIONS, CONTACT: 
Dr. Paula W. Sunderman 
Dept, of Enqlish, Room 317-0 Lee Hall 
Mississippi State University 
Phone: 325-3644 
APPENDIX E 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION GRANT APPLICATION 
Federal Register/84.289P, Volume 62, Number 12, Friday, January 17, 
1997. 
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Friday 
January 17. 1997 
Part III 
Department of 
Education 
Bilingual Education: Program 
Enhancemsnt Projects; Notice 
119 
NOTE TO USERS 
The original manuscript received by UMI contains pages with 
poor print. Pages were microfilmed as received. 
Pages 120-143 
This reproduction is the best copy available 
UMI 
LSJO 
OEPArrlMENT OF EDUCAtiON 
:CFDA No.: 84.289p] 
9111ngU8' Education: Program 
<:nnancement Projects: Notice Inviting 
Applications tor New Awards tor fiscal 
Year (FY) 1997 
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III urrl .. r lin a SI.IIt! .. 'jll .... allunal at::l?ncv 
'''F -\) 1<.1 ~;trI11'10al" ill this pro~mn ai 
aiL it mlt,>1 ,ubmit all aoplicaliun in 
collaburatiun wllh all LEA. (Secliun 
i'llJcc!(21: 20 (j !),L' i-UJfCIl211 rh~ 
reqmrl!mems fur t!1I1t:nng 1111', ,11UIIII tlr 
gruup dpplicauun. ""ttich ""lOutU IIIlIUUt! 
J. cullabuldll~" "PI'I'""UutI . .II" '''I ULII 
III Joi LfR i5,l~j' IU ;-3. !L!J, 
\,J. b LHt:lt:.J. 't:t.{UHt!Hlt:ll'- It".( 
"'1C:lt:'1.ht.* .:. ... i.~ ••• ~t:::S ~.1k.c ;.;L4-t~ ',t'! ... 
rif.J~l~!a :::h.1il-' '_.;;·::a :..: i .1111 ·~..li. ~.Jt" 
:O;~rt !t!d .. " • 
.\. 'it· ?J.jO'·l'I ... P P'"n~1rn F.~'h1nrQ!n~'" 
(:rarll' ",,\:rmnd 'If t"nh~n(~ ~~~""';n" 
hit:!'!!Hal ~'III,.:tIi"1I orlll""!~ J.!,d '1111\ 
!3~1 IlH I"''' ''':\CO; Ih':!re ar p IIU 
reqllHt'IOI'IlIS rp!!3rdin~ .Ir:-Ih III"" ,h"l 
mll~tlilke pial''' bdufl! a PruLlr.1l1l 
Ellhalltt'1II1!1I1 Grall I 'an ue ~atrtt:d !JlIt. 
Q. \\ ital ~llulud IJ .. IlItluu"tI. III .It" 
lIarrali\ot: ul Iht: dpP"callull fur .1It: 
PIlJ!;ldlll c'lIl1d1IL"llIt:lIl "'.allt". 
.\ ':;illL" th" IIdCldll\t: 'J!' .: • ..: 
.Ipplitaliun ha~ .J m"IIJ,llCIl: 2~ ".1,,''-
~jln!1. '\'C le~·_·t::lnet~(! :JU! a lL<"'~llc.!l: .1 
,hurL !ml :hur"".;:., 1._ ,:1' • 
~':\i~ti(J!; ~:r.'g",p~~' .. ! .,,~-. _.r . 
;.tl:;;,r~"l~ ::1 :!!~-l!: ... t~. ~'_'.!l ... 
'hJt! :!:\ .!~ '.~;~ .t1~ ...... 1~:;g ... · .. 1 'h~. ":-
:'ppl i'·;1,:' .lddp·':)~ ' ..... hat n"·~~J .. r:p"", f.,r 
Ihe prllle-::tlr" 10 hp .. nhan,.",] 'lr 
e'Cpanded. plans lor implernl'!llalion, 
goals and ublectives. 1!1C. 
Q, Ma\l W~ l~~ Ih" ~allle 1II1t' UI 1101111" 
lur d PIUl(ldlll Errhallc.t'm"ru L-liinl II!al 
""~ l1!>t'd iur .. prl!ldutl!> i hlt: \ II 1:1 dill' ' 
M.. 11: •. JUU Ill") k.t:"p tilt: 'olill" /14111" 
ul )\.JLU FJ'UIt:('L u1 l.Cl~c..L.J. !u:::\.'\. ...:ale 
.. , .. ,. . 
.!.~ ...... ~ _ .......... ~ 
C,) b lhere a requiremeru lilal lhe 
duolicanl must CUII-,sUU with lh~ pri"lll~ 
~~"uub in de:sillnjll~ ilS ,tpplit:'!liun.' 
.\. Ye:., nle :.lalUltlrv dUl!turu .. lur 
01.1" pPJ!;ram requires :,ppllcanl:. lU lake 
.iel Ulllll. in de:'lgnm~ the dD~licauun:.. 
UI 1111< III<~tb UI "IUUl<fll!> IN lUI lunUI<U 
l.1I~lISI1 plullci~IICi clllulled in 
IIUlIlJlUlU t-oll\." ... dcllll<lIl"l. oltal 
;,c::tl..lHU.U! ') ... JH~JUL~ Ih Ul\,~ ~n;.", •• ut: 
"'11 ......... <1 ;)" thp· 'JI'.lO'·"'IIto"ti Ull'll·t! 
l.' ,,,,''It.III'''' i)" llle .lOpllC:am W lilt 
"PUIUU""'" ;JlI'<tIl~ , ... lIlIul <llliuolb I~ 
pdll "I lIlt' .e41111"-'lIIelll 
t. iI~ f Illt t .... 4llll~ln~llt 1~ ~et uut dl 
!)':"t lllli. , 11UUL"'~I\L.U t... ..') L 
.'" I -t£.UU1,,£II. oJut! ~l,uultl ut: '-.~1t:1U.J.i\ 
re\ ,.,,·.eU !J, ... 11 .. lJpll ... .1lIl~ ~ile 
J~JJ'.uti.flC"IH. 'J"'hll~ ~l ....... tl ~lJpi'J·. dolJ 
~ ' . ..11 ... \ . 
, '124" 
rt ... t~n!!UIt,- tflil\ !!ll~ ;t"41l1lt-1I1t"lll 1i .. 1' 
iJ .... lll11t'1 I'ur III.U ,",I,UII "[lIII'l""III" 
,IIUllld .idUre" Itll~ n'Qllilelllef!1 If! I til' II 
;OUllltl"alll'n .tllt! 'n '.1,1 Innnclt" 
tlUC tllu ... rllallU(I '.Jl Ih~1l .. ,,1"1, hi t'IIUfH' . 
v .. Ollh .,rn\.i .... h'n·" rp("l1rG'U~'1I '11 '"{U',,"it 
\~ ;fh '1rn.:lIP '\rhnnl ·'tflrli't, 
:: '_. ".:' -~~:. .... ~ -. ., 
• -.11. lJ':' • •• -.1 12 
- - 125 
OMI ........... ".....' APPLICATION PaR !I"~-'- ;------FEDeRAL ASSISTANCE I 
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.-..... III I c~ caw.-
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J I 
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I 0.5. Departm.nt of E:ducat:i.on 
... ~=.;::&-- I s14J.12 I Sl9P ft. • 1i'.ftIU.~-..ctI 
1IrI.a Bilingual Education: P~oqram 
~"''"'''-''''''P"'' tlt"oip.c~ 
...... --.. ------.~ 
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Ie. 
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lNSiRUCTJONS FOA THE ~~ ~4 
Thi8 is. ~ lona u...t by applicanca .... -_"uinci -.aa' for pnefplica~ aad applicatioaa lu.bmiu.ci 
(or Fedara1 .... ~ It will be IIIecl by Flderal..-- tQ obtain applicut c:vUilCation that StatM which havi 
.. tabu.a.l .... vfew .. atlDlDHl procedure ;.1 rapIIllM tQ EMcutive Order 1:37'% awG bve .. 1ect.i £he profram 
to be iacluMd ill their procell. ba ... belnliver. an "ppart~~ tQ re"ie" Uw api1i.c&n,· •• wb~un. 
l&eaa: lau-r. Item: gntrv: 
1. 5eU1&PAaaawry. 
%. D&te app;kiation iUbmitted to; Fcdolra! ~ent)' (or 
.. if appUcaD1eJ • appiicucl ClDfttrol number 
(ilappiiabJe). 
s. State .. _ly Cif'applieable'. 
f. It ~ applicatiot; 11 ~ ::entiA"e or fav'.sa aD 
exiJti .. , award. etUer ~nt Federal ide::teet 
:lWDber. If't..:- 3. .. ew ;argjec:, :.ave ~1adL 
5. Le.aI lI&.e Itt ."lIe.n&. ume or primary 
orpmatfonal unit whieh will undertake ttle 
a .. t.taDee activity. comlllete edelrl .. of til. 
a"'Heaat. .... 1WDe ami t.ell~ number ottJw 
penon to contact on m.~ .. rl related to ~hil 
appUeation. 
8. £ar.w 8mplo,.r lauUiacau.a NIIIDOer (E~l .. 
........ bydMIDYrnala. . u Sema. 
1. EAter the appropriatl letter ic ~~e !pace 
provided. 
L a.ca .~ ... UUl Ina.r aGFQ1lriate 
ldt.eIie) ill u. ..... , ~ 
- "N ..... means a new usiItanee aWL~. 
- '"Caaciauatiaa· &D-.na &Il aanaion for aD 
HWitiaaal CuaciinWbudpc puiocl foc a pcojec~ 
-nill a prqjectIcl coaapleLion Jate. 
-~·_Ul""'Ul_i .. nl Ge.-ra s.ada' oblica&iollor 
CIOIIQapu liaDW9 hila .. aiatiq 
ablipcion. 
t. N_.r ...... I....,ae. wtUcIl UUtanee fa 
..... r .. a.tad wi'" tIda ."ueatIaIL 
10. U. the Catalot 01 F.a.r.l o.na..tic A.fence 
awabw .... Qde 01 &.lie PNII'am WIder -hich 
··.i .. nea·NII ...... 
11. EMIr a 1IrIIl' rIp&i ....... ttl * pPOjeet. if 
....... _ ........ 1Im1YWd. 101llhould 
.......... nph-atinn _ • ..,.,..te Iheet. 1! 
.,,,opiate C ................ or real ~pert)' 
PI.'.'. at:t8cls a map abawtIaa prqject location 
'or .... ppUa&loat. 11M • "paratl .shoet to 
praYiU a ...... 'M'7 ....... otthia ilroject. 
il. i.&A 0Di), daa .... ' ~u~ eD"u.. aullC~ 
l ••••• .icaa. COUllba. cicinl. 
IS. s.lf...,....cery. 
14. Liat eM e1lPlicut'. ~ Oiacn~ and 
uy DWt:ricUI' • __ bl the prGIrUl or project. 
IS. AIIIOUft& NqU ..... or • lie ClDlm'lDUCM t!urtn, 
the ftl'at (undin.tbud.at "eriod by uc:h 
contributor. V •• u. or in-kincl contribution I 
Ihould be ilu:lllded on a",ropI'{ate lill.1 .1 
&1IPlieMll. If the aetion wiD remit ill a cIoll.,. 
ehaqe to aft esi_tine award, iadieat.e m the 
amount 01 the chan ... Por deem ... , .ndOie die 
.mol:llts ill parenthe •• s. It aoth balie end 
IUPII'emlntal .. mouft~' al'l induded. ,how 
bnakdo.m on III attached Iheat. Por maltiple 
procnm fUnclIni. ~ totalI amlah'.)w breUclown 
t:lU:l same ea~es al ite1ll1S. 
l!. AppIicmt3 lbCN!d CDlltact the State Sinrf. Point 
at Contact (SPOC} for l'lderal E~ecutive Order 
12372 tD ctetermiDe wbether the .~pli:at;oll il 
IUoiQect t.o the State interlOvarnmenu.I :av:~w 
proc .... 
l'i. TG.i.i ,,~"tiaA appu.. Lo tha applican~ wCilAo.:· 
•• tioll. Ilot the llarlOIl who .i,1l1 & •• he 
&umoriIM rlpnMDccu ve. Cateloria. or debt 
iadullie ciellaquuc .wU, diaalioWIUlC •• , lCI&DI 
_t n. 
II. To ....... 0, eM aucaon* .. ..,....aia&lv. or 
eM _.- A copy" cDe .ovenaiq oody I 
....... a. .. ,.... .. lip &Ilia ...,I.aan .. 
.m.ial npre •• cau.,. .us lie .. ru. ia tU 
.... ........ _ (~Federal s. i'lIIa, 
~ .... , dIi8 _t.IIariIat:ioa lie _mitt.ed .. 
,.rttJIu. ~lk:atiolL) 
~ :::"-:= =:~~-;; ... ~ .;;--::;;;;;;..-...:.::.:-..,_ ...... , '" ~'"o o~o -___ • _ '__ • L_\,...U, i ! ! I _~_I-=::O~. "_0. ~'=--=--. ~ ~-~. ~ - ~~-- -1;;-· 
: I~, t !! II . : : t I I I I !: ,
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i'. ! ,! '- I " I t il I I 
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U.S. LJEPAATMENT OF EUUCA liON 
• 
BUOGET INFClRMA TlON (lMIl Control ,., lS/bOIOl 
~. 
--
NON·CONSTHUCTION PROGRAMS bcp".'ion D ... : 9/40191l 
-.-~--
Name 0' InltitutionJOrglnizetion App"'anl~ ,eqI/4.''''II 'UlldIIlll 'Of o,~, Of"; ~U, 111OI.d ~Inpillh; Ihi coil/mil 1J1.t.:, 
·"II"tK.1 Voa, 1 • Afllllicill'l1& , .. qua",~ luillhnll 101 In 4ti ~r:I" {If"I. stIouln co",""'e 
.. n 1I~"',~ble cf"umn. f'lNlo4I , ... , all illiIIIICIoOI" l: "e·. ·OIJ!i!lulit, lallil. 
SECliON A HUDGEl SUMMARV 
1 U.S. OEPARTMEM OF EDUCATION rUNDS ,~ __ .-. __ ... ~----._J 
"ro"" I Yaill , Plu~(;t Veill :I '>YOltlC' Year :I PI ojl:l!1 YllIr .. 
~-"'-"'-'-'~I 
hOlIlDI '(8,1 :0 ".,. I 
800gBl Cillcaone$ M (hI h.1 Cdl It I 1'1 
--. I • PtlfllllVllll 
- 1----.------ --------- -_. __ ._- ------ -- _. - - - -. - - -
2. fllllUlI o,Nl .... 
- ----
I-- - - .-.--- _. - -_. __ ._--- -- . -. -.- _._' 
3.1'lvlll 
.------ ----
._-
-------r- --- - ---
... Equipmem 
-----
~.- --- ----- .- -.--- ------- .. - - .-.-- ---.-1'-- - - ---.-
5.Supplln 
---- --1'-- - -------.- -----_._.- .. _._-
6. COIIII.CllJiI' 
,.-
---------
------- -
- - ----- - - "1------ ---
1. COIl6IfU01'On 
-_.-
-- -
1--. ___ . _____ 
r-=='= ~ ~C--==~~== 8.0thllr - -------- --"------9. Tol~1 Dllec' Cosll 
IIflles 1 81 ' 
- -- ------
-. ,-r·------
----+-------I O. InelflBet Cosll 
--------- -.------ - --- ------- ~. --------.- - - .. - --
1 I. T • .Iinlng Shl'elldl 
~. 
- - - --.- -_. -- ---- -----_.-t--- .----- - - -.--.----
1 Z. Jul. eolh 
__ '·11' 
i 
[II fonM NU. til .. ..... ~ ala -. ... ==: = =-
I 
c-
I. 
e. 
r 
r , 
c. 
I ,. Ii 
, . 
• c; 
, . 
I! . 
, I 
" . 
I ' II ~ 
:; r 
I 
I •. , 
I i ~ 
i I J I! ~ . 
, I ~ 
I, t I,: 
,J. 
I ., 
I; , 
I. : , 
: ' 
, , 
, , 
, 
I, 
...... 
l-v ()) 
.--
Name of InllitutionlOJganiza"on lii"" .... ""' , .... '. , .... ~,~ "M •. , ~, ... ,', •• ,-" >IN',, 
·"'Ollt' VII. 1: Afplc..nh ,uqllUling fundi III '01 mulh ye." WI'"'' aho~ CUffitlIe'1 
l.cAble colom,lI. P1.~ I I III InS1'"c"on~ llft'Ol' 1:011./11, :11,.) 'IIfnl. 
SECTION B • BUOGET SUMMARY 
NON· FEDERAL FUNDS 
"ojllCi V ear I Plojlct V .. , 2 f'n)jecl V., 3 ", .. ,wI V .. , " P'OjI>CI Vel, fa , .... 
BudaI' CltlllO/tll (II 1111 (el Idl I.' 1ft 
I. Pw ___ 
- --
2. FlilQll .I.,jtli 
. 
--3. lfave' 
-
-- - .--•. 
4.f:quipm_ 
- .---- ---_. .-
5.$~' , 1-. ..-
8. Con,filC1U11 
----
---------
1. COI>lI,ueilOn 
.-
_._--- _._--
------_.- ---- -. 
8.0,hll' 
--
--
-- ----
9. 10'" Direct Cosu 
\lilHiI ,·81 
-
10. tndlrect Cosls 
----
_._----.- -_._--_._-
11 1,Mning Stipend. 
._-----
-- .--.-----
12. T"'-' COila 
....... 111 
-
SECTION C· OTHER BUOGET INFORMATION (see inslruclll)fls, 
-. 
fl) farw NO. Ill4 
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Public reponing Cur~.n fOl rhi$ c".;".;tion cf 'rr=or ......... ~; ..... ;~ ..... ~ ...... ~ .... 003'" ,·(u,,' . .;, tu ;.. .... .0 •• ",51 
response. with lin aVlllage gf 1 7.5 r .. Ui~ ..... .: .. JQlnw UlI:: ~"":; H ••••• , •• "."'" ..... UU'-"Wlioli ...... C.ll1Ji,j 
lIlU5Cng aac.. sources. gattI.ring arlO no.lnWI".I"I\I me gala I:.OU .... .Ir,g t;ompteung .. nd reltlewlng the 
collec;tIOn of Information. Send comments regarolng ttalS DUraen estllnllte or any other asllect of this 
collection of Information. including suggestlQns for reducing this butaen. to the U.S. Oeoartmem of 
Education. Information M."agement and Comptiance Divi~c", WashinlJfon. 0 C. 20202-4651; and t~ 
Office c:f Management and Bu1get. ?!!perwori( Relj'.Jcrion P'c;e<:! 1875·0102. Washingtcn. D C 2C'r;1J3 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ED FORM NO. 524 
(jenera' Install-ripDs 
Tht~ torm is wed to applv to individu.1 u.s. 
Cepenm.nt of Education di.cre'l_rv gcent 
P'09rams. Unlea dir.cted otnerwiH. provide 
tne same cudget In'ormation for eBcn year of 
the multio~r funding ~est. Pav attention 
to .epllcable program spec:lflc: instructions, If 
amtched. 
SediQD A • Budget Sflmmary 
II 5 Department of Ed"c.riOll Funds 
All applicants mwt compJete Section A and 
provide. bf.ekdown by the applica* budget 
c:etegone. shown in Ii.,., 1·11. 
Unee 1 -,,. oalum.,. '-He': For each project 
vear for which funding is requested. show the 
total .mount requested for each 8cpUc:abht 
budget category. 
Unes '·11. column (f); Show the multi·year 
total for each budget category. If funding is 
reque.ed for o .... v one project y •• r, ieava this 
colUmn bWlnk. 
Line 12. columna ta'''.': Show d"te toeal 
budget ,.quest 'or .ach praject y •• r far which 
funding i5 requested. 
Une 1 Z. colwnn 1fJ: Show the total amount 
requested for all project v.ars. If funding is 
requested for only ane y ..... lahe this spece 
blank. 
SK'iM S . a. .d., Sum'DAQl 
Ngo.fedemI Fund. 
If you .. r~Rd m provide Of volunteer to 
provide matching funds or other no~Fede,., 
resources to the pro/act. tN_ IhouJd be 
shown for eech apalicable budget category on 
lines ,., 1 of Section B. 
~n8S 1." • .:olumns {a)-Ie}: For each pr vi .. .:t 
vat for wl'li:."l rr.atchino fUI1Q$ or other 
.:ontriewtao.ol5 ate provided, 5how u,. tOtal 
oontrlo..llOn for e.cn eppua.Dte DuG .. t
c:ac.gory. 
Un .. ,.". column (f,: Show the multi-year 
total for each budget catecory. If non-Federal 
contributions are provided for only one year, 
leavlS this column blank. 
Una 12. columns '41·'el: Show the tohll 
INtching or other contribution for qc;h praiect 
yur. 
Lin. 12. cotumn (f): Show the total.mount tD 
be contributed for all ye.r. of the mu'ti-year 
projeet. If non-Federal contributions ere 
provided for only on. vur. lave this ~ 
blank. 
Section C • Other Badgl't InfOUNItiao 
Pay attlOtjoo to applicable program specific 
instn'ctioos if attKa.d. 
1. Provide an Itemized bu~ I:arUkdown, by 
project 'fUr. for .ach budget category listwd 
in Section. A and B. 
2. If applicable to this program. em.r the type 
of indirect rat. fptovisicnal. predetermined. 
fin.1 or fixed' that will be in affect during 
tne funding period. In addition. enter the 
estimated amount of the b3se to which the 
.:lte is applied, and the total Indirect 
expense. 
3. If applicable ~ this prOQram, provid. the 
r.te .nd baa on which fringe benefits are 
calculatad. 
4. Provide other explanations or commentl you 
deem necessary. 
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aofIl aubait tb. aJl2ap~i&~. 4ao~ta &Ad ~Or.a&tiOA •• .peciLie4 
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P~OGRAM ENlAKCEKEM'r PROJECT 
A copy ot applicant'. tranaaittal lettar reque.tlnq the apprcpriate 
State ecia&C&t1ona~ aCJency to co-..t: on the .pp~lc:atioll. Th1. 
requirUlmlt doea not apply to .cboola f1mdecl "y the Bur .. " ot Indian 
Aftair1l. (see 34 CPll 75. 155 and 75.15. below.) 
,'5.UI ... :l.e., poce4 ... U 8tah "7 ..... t 011 app11cat10 •• : 
Juzpo •• of 5175.15'-71.151. If the a~thQrizinq atatute tor a 
prQ91"Ul raquir .. tAat • apec:itic State aq.ncy be qiven an 
opportunity to ca...nt on _c:il application, tb. stat. and til. 
applicant aball u •• th. procedur •• in 5175.15'-75.151 for that 
purpoaa. 
(Aathority: 20 U.S.C. 1221.-3(&)(1» 
.... -... __ • a. a. Q& ~ 7. '%a~9 ..... tal a.wi .. 
• , DaJu ..... ~ of ....... ~i_ bop_ .... aa_1ri~i_' f,. tlla 
zeplau._ !apl_U..., tM a,.liRti_ zed_ pnaedU •• 1:Jaa1: 
atat .. "7 _ ...... 0. U171. (tJl addition to tile 
nquiraant in 51!.1!! for rev1_ by the state educational 
aqaac:y, the app~1catlOD ia .abject to r.v1av by state Eucuti ve 
0Zdar 12372 ~.. Applic:anta .. t aa.pl.ca itea 1& ~ the 
application face ..... t (Sta .... ·nl .ora 42., Application for 
'cara! b.iatllaca) by aitha- Ca, .,.aifyinq tile data when the 
application vaa ...s. availabla to the Stat. Sin.,l. Point of 
Contact tor reviav or (b) iDdicatinq tbat the prOC'JZ'aa haa not 
):Iaaa a.l.c::t8d by tba State ffZ revi.w.) 
17 •• 1.' .......... 11_~ ..... 171.1.1. __ ...... t ita 
appl1aa'tioa u 'tile •• t.. poof of .... ' •• i_. 
Ca) Baell applicant under a ptOt¥ .. COftrad by 57! .155 &ball 
.w.1t: • copy of ita application to the state Oft or before the 
"..'11Da da~ fR .uba1tt1Dg ita application to th. Depart,mant. 
(Ia, Tba applic:aat alaall a~tac:b to ita appl1c:aUcm a c:opy of ita 
lattao tbat ~ tba staa CO c~nt OD tb. application. 
(Au~ity: 20 V.I.C. 1221.-3C&)(1» 
·: .............. ( 
i'll~e: !;OC1:llDD.~%OlI 
(continued) 
8~CJl B 
Ev.~ana. of coapli&ftQe •• tA tbe .edaral ~equ~...nca fQ~ 
pan1c1pa~1on ot .tudenu earollect In ftoftp&"otit pri.va~a .c:h.001 •• 
(S .. section 7116(h) (2) ot PUblic Law 1Q3-382 and 34 Cr.R 75.119, 
15.652. and ~6.656 belov.) 
Sac. 711.. Application.· (2) in d .. iqnin9 the prcCJ:"as ~or 
.tlic:h .lppli=ation is macie, the needs of children in nonpr;l!it 
priva~e .l .... "ltarl ~ aecondary schools have been taken into 
.C~&m~ t=ouq!l ~Qnault.t.i= ii1tll app:opriata pr1-w-ata 8QAGQl 
official. anA, cOD.ia~ant vi~ the nuaber of auch children 
enrolled in .1Ic:h .c:hoo~a in the are. to be .arved vtu.e 
educa~ion.l naed. ara of the type and whoae lanquaqa and grade 
lav.l. are of a .iIlilar type to tho •• vb1ch the proqrllll i. 
intanc1ed to aclc!ress, atter consultation with appropriate 
pr!. ·rate school official., provi.ioft haa ~ IIlada for the 
participation of such children on a baa is ca.parabla to that 
.,rovided. for pul;)lic school children.· 
(Au~1ty: 20 U.S.C. 743'(h)C2)) 
17 •• 111 %~o~ti_ ....... i~ priftU "001. putic:ipa~e. 
If • prCMJrU requir .. ~e applicant to provide aD oppcutudty 
for participation of atudanta ~11'" 1ft private .chool., the 
a~lic~tiQn muat include the infor.aation re;uired of 
8Ubqranta .. 1JI1CI£ 34 en ,es.'5es. 
(App~oveQ by the ott ice of Kanaveaent and Budqec ~er cODtro~ 
mIBbcr 1.10-0513) 
{Autho~ity~ 20 U.S.C. 1221 ... 3(.)(1) 
1".'52 eODaUltatioa .~tk r.pr •• ea~tly.a of Jri~t •• clODl 
.t114uta • 
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. (A) AD appllcant for a ~ant &ball conault with appropr1&t. 
rapruantauv .. ot atudellu ~llacl .in pr1vtlta ac::hoola d~j,nq 
all PMMa of ~ cle"'l.o~t and 4Mip of tbe project covered 
by tala applJ.aat1on, iDal ..... GGM1cientiOD otl 
(1, Wb1c:II c:bJ.ldnn viU receive ___ tita uncl .. the projeat; 
(2) Half tba cbildnn·. needa vill. .. identified; 
(3) Wba1: '--flta vUl be provided: 
(4) Haw tba _.fit. will .. pnvldad; aDd 
(5) BoW tba project will be naluated. 
(b) A 81Ib9nntM Mall cOllAl1: vlt1l appropriate repr .. utativu 
of atw:lata eantllecl iA ~iY&ta acboola ~o&'e the 81LDp"aDtee 
MU. uy cleat.ioa tbat atfeou tile oppo~1tiaa of tboae 
.ncient. to putlcipa~ ill the pnject. 
, _l .. ~'-' ... ,,~~U .. ~' .. ""1 oJ:'. ...J 
no.n:C'r ~:)Cm&ES't1TIOlI 
! cont inuec:t) 
"' .. :.-. 
~34 
ecl Tbe applicant ~r s~an~a. aball give tea ~rprcrriata 
repr •• ent&~1v •• a q&W~~~ opPQ~ity to .xpre&a ~.~ ,~ •• Q 
reqarc:linq •• CQ Il.~~er s\Lbj.c;~ co tAu (;ona"i.~~.i.c;an cequu .. alul,-o 
i.n th ta section. 
(Au~c=it7: ~o U.S.C. 1221e-3(a)(1» 
i"_'JS :~or.=&t!o~ !~ &A applicat10A fo% a ~t. 
All applicant: for 1& li&U1grant ahall include the follovLnq 
intoraation in i~a .pplica~ioft: (a, A d_cription ot how 1:he applicant vil1 ... t the Federal 
requirements for participation of students enrolled in private 
5=0013. 
(~) The number of students enroll.d in privata s=hocla .ho have 
a.en idaDtifiecl .s ellqible to kienaf1t Wldu the prOCFam. 
(g) Tba mmber of .~clanu enrolled in priv.~ selloo1. wllo vill 
raeeive benefiu UDder the P%oqr ... 
(d) TIle baaia the applicant uaecl ~o select ~. students. 
(e) The manner ar.c! extent t:» whicll the applicant oC!lp11ed with 
i76.032 (CQns~ltation). 
it) TM plac:as u4 tiau that the sCYdeDta will receive 
ben.rita under the p~~ .. -
(CJ) The ~~erao_, if any, becwaan th. prOC)r" DenefU:. the 
applicant vill provide to p\ll)lia aDd private .obool students, 
aNI the reasons tor the differ_ca.. 
(Autbority: 20 U.S.C. 1221.-3(.)(1» 
8J1C1nOll C 
ChecJt the apprOl)riate box ~elov: 
• nEe u. lUI eli~lble AO~Clf1t ~ivat:a 
a.oola ia tu pzopoa" aUYiae .s81iYU'J 
__ tJaac wiall to p&I'~ioip&i:. 1a tU 
pnjeat. 
• 011. _ ... 811;D1. uaPZOflt ,~lftta Q 
84111001. la ~ pzoopoa" aeZ"91 .. 4e1iyay 
ana wUIa to pazi:icaipau 1a i:U pn,eac 
... u. UaUd oa t.U __ 1M .. 8A4_~ 
Data f_. 
• DRa ue DO ell;lIale uQnflt pl'ftta a 
.aboo1. ia the pnposea a.rwiae 4.11Y~ 
~--
. 
• ... -&.lJ. Jc,£j,"_ .... "'J 
-.t)T!:: ~!l1. fo~ CUI.~ be illclucl.d i:l· ·aa appliC&~~oll troa a 
~o~=~i~7-:~ss4 ~r;a~i~~t~~~ ~~ ~: i~.tit~tion ~t hiqher 
~~~=~:~=: !:: ~~. f=ll=~i:; ~:~qr::: 
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~.~;~~D 7~!2 of ~~. Zl~an~ary &D4 SacoD4ary t~Uca~igD ~:~ ~f :"s &. ~.A~acl sp.c~li •• ~~t ~ ~.;mmur.iti-Q& •• 4 Qr;-aDizA~i;;~ or &A 
Ul.~.~U~.oZl ot lliqAar .cluc:&cioA. ;0 J). &A .Uq~la &ppli~&Zl~. au~ 
Da.,. i~. applic:a~ioll ..... r09_ D'f ta. (.ppropri&~e) 10aal 
•• uca~iOD.l .. aaey to 4a"elop aDd ~l".llt .arly chi~clhOOd 
.4uc&~i=D ~r faaily aducatioD p~raa. or to co~duct aa 
1Da~ruc~ioD.l prog%aa vaich sapp!amaDta t'. .dueatioDal ser9ic •• 
prcvi4.d ~y a l~C&l _due.tioD.l aqeD=7." (20 U.8.C.74ZZ(c) (3', 
IA order ~o c:oaply vitll tllJ.. atat1ltozy requir .... t. &a applicatioD 
froa & co.au.Dity-b&aad orqui •• tioll or aa iut1tut1oD of hiqlle: 
e4ueaticn ~t iIlclUd. the tollovinq .i~.d certification. 
As ~r.. duly audlorizecl rapr ... nc.~iv. of tha local educational 
aqency (LEA) naaaa below, I c~i~y ~ha~ ~his appli=a~iQn has 
b.en approved. by ~he I.ZA na_CS below. 
PROGRAM ASSURANCES 
NOT!: The..",.oridncJ 1t8CUC. ,.qUlr. -opetoana una ... ~ prQgrams Ie j3lovw;i • 
....,r8IIca. n... ... ur.nca .,e lpecafied II_ow und ... tn. ' •• vent 
~ro9"". . If. vour eDDication aeruins to IftV of ttl". Prot''''''. thil form 
~t O. co"",ie,ed. 
• .11 t!':e dulY autnOrlzed reDresantatlve of the a"Dllc,nt. I cemfv thllt tne aODIIClnt. :n 
"egarQ to tne.orogram relavant !o ttllS IDDlicauon: 
• WiU not reCluce thl levei of StaW and local funda that tne .""liearot eXPdnas 
for bilinGual eGucatJon or SP.calt alum.nve InstfUCUOnai programs ,f the 
applicant is awaraed a grant under 'inis Dragrlm. 
• ·NIlI emolov In the pro!:losea ;lro,ect teaChers who art protic:ent :!"I English . 
• ndudJnfJ wntt,n ana ora: co~m:Jnlcatlon skills. 
(AuthOrity: 20 U.S.C. 7426(9111 J) 
Alllllal .. Orgenizftoa 
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~M8 .~_.' Ito ~".,-OQ.IC 
ASSURANCES - NON~ONSTIiII.!CTh)N P~OGP.AMS 
Noce Certain of thae usuraaces may not be applicable to your project or prograDL [f you have questions. 
pie .. coatect the awardineegeney Further. cen.ain Federale.ardincepncies may req~ applicants 
to certify Co additional aauRMfl. If such as the case. you will be notified. 
As the .:wy authorized represectati"~ or~!-:~ a;:?!ican~' ~"!~.!Y ~l':st ~!te apj:!:cant: 
Has the !egal 3;::~oritT to apply (or- Federal 
assistance. and the institutior.ar, manageNJ and 
fin.u:cial .:apability Cincl~ funds su!!'icient :0 
lI.Y :be :Ion·Federal share of proi~ct casts) to 
ensure ?rope~ ~lar_"1icc, mar..lie:ne~t and com· 
p:etio:l ilf t.'le projec: described in tl-ls app~icatiull. 
Z. Will give tbe awantinc qency. the Compcroller 
General 1)( the Unir.ed States. and it e~1!ropriate. 
the St.<tt". thmugtt &IIy authorir.ed ~rl!Sentative. 
I"'~U tc) and the rirht to examine ell records. 
books. papers. or docum@nts relatl!d ~I) the award: 
a:~d wilt '!stabt:sh '1 pr'lper accounting ~m in 
accordance with g'!nerally accepted accounting 
standards or a,enC'! cfireetives. 
3. Will establish saiecuuu to pI'OiUbit .mploy .... 
, from uline Ul.ir positlon. for a purpose that 
constitutes or presents the appearance of personal 
or orpnizational coofIja of interest. or personal 
gain. 
". Will initiate and complete the work within the 
ai'~licable time fra:ne after receipt or ~pprilval "r 
;.he awardin( .:1cy. 
5. Will comply with tbe Incerlovernmental 
Pel"lOMel Act of 1970 (42 U.5.C If 4728.4"763) 
relating to prescribed ~ (or merit Sy5tems 
ror procr&mS funded under one of the Elineteen 
sututes or ~ations specified in Appendix A or 
OPWs Standards for a ~erit System o( Persorusel 
Administration (5 c.r.R. 900. Subput Fl. 
6. Will comply .ncb aU F_ral "'utes ret.tinc &0 
aonciilcriJnioatioa. Tbae Utclu" bllt are DO' 
limited to: (a) Title VI of the Civil Riche. Act of 
1964 {P.L. a.352) wbich prohibita acrimiDatioft 
on the basis of ,.., color 01' natioaal oritift; Ib) 
Title IX 0( the Education Amend_nca 0(1172. u 
amendad (20 U.s.C. tll.1.183. and 1~1_). 
which pI'ObiIrica clilc:riaainetioa Oft the buis or lell:: 
(c) Seet:ieIlIMM a1the ltdabiIi&ation Act 0( 1973. u 
ameDdId (21 U.s.C. 11M). wIlich prohibita dis· 
criaUnatioD on the baia 01 handicaps: (d) the ~ 
Discrimination Act or It15, a. amended (4~ 
U.S.CII nOl-llm. which proh:bi:S discrim· 
ination on the basis or lIP; 
(el the Drug .*tbuse Vffice and Treet:nent Ac~ nf 
19~2 (P.L. 92·255). as amended. relat~~& t:-
nllndiscriminaticn on the basa of dr.!!; abt:se !!' 
lhe Cvm~r~her.~ive A!cohol Abuse and Ab:hc::~:!': 
Pre .er.ti"n. Treat:nent and Rel':abiIita:i~n .\..:~ d' 
1970 (P.r.. 91·516). as amended. :ela.t:r.s tv 
nondiscrimination Oft the basis oC alcoh::; "'=~'! ':" 
a!.: .. h.;:lis::. :i11' S23 and 5:-: o:t..'le P'J.'J:ic He.:.~:~ 
SeC" .. ~ce A.:t.,,( 19!: (42 t:.S.C. ::)0 ~d·3 .£rId =~ .:,!' 
li. il:t am.:nded. relet.:n .. to connder:t~ .. l;~.i v: 
.uc: .. c.,l ~d oir~ abuse patient records; ~hj r;;i .. 
~11l of the Civil Rich" AcloC 1968 (4% li.S.C. I 
3601 et seq.). as ameneied. relaLine to non-
discriminatioa in the sale. rental oC' financi.n, oC 
ho"lia..; li) allY otber- Ilooeiilcrimillatioo 
proviaiona in cAe apac:itk .atll'-'';) under wbic:h 
apphcaUaD lGr Federal ~ is being m.acie: 
anei "iI tne require menU or any IHher 
Ilondiscrimination. sc.a&ut.e<s' which may apply to 
UIe application. 
7 Will comply. or has already compf:ed. with the 
reqt;iremer.ts ot Titles n and m o( the t.:niform 
Relocation Assistanc. an.d Real Property 
Acquisition Policies Act or 1970 <PL. 91-s"el 
which pn)v\Qe (or fair &Dei equitable treatme~~ v[ 
persons diliplued or' whoM property is 4c:quirec1 cti 
& result of Federal 01' (ederally assisted progt"3m:; 
These requirements apply to aU interests i,Q real 
property ac:qllind (car pI'Oject pUrpoMI c.guciiesi 
oCFederal ~pa'ion in PlICcha.seS. 
8. Will comply with the proYisioDS of the Hatch Act 
(5 t.:.S.C.U 1501-1508 aacl73U732S) .",h:cn !!!':\it 
the political activities of employee<; whos .. 
pril'\cipal employment activities are (unde~ i~ 
"hole .,r in part with Federal funds. 
9. Will c:omply. u applicable. with the provisions of 
Ute Davis-8MOD A.:t (~U.s.C. II 276& to 276a· 
7l. the Copeland Act (40 U.S.C. f 276c and 18 
U' S.C. " 8'74). aNI the Contnct Work Hours and 
Safety Standards Act (CO U.S.C If 321·3331. 
regarding I.bor st.andarcls (or f'ederaJ\y assist~ 
~n~truetion subal""mmb. 
S;.>nc:ar.: e""" 42'S , .... 
~ II't cue c..~ 6·'0' 
Authorized for ~I Reproduction 
_'-J ;. •. ::: ... - f - , 
... ~ • .J""'" • ..... 1 L!. •. __ ~ .. J..J ...... C.h' • ..;.1 • 
.0. wm .:ampl)'. if api'Hcable. wi:..~ :;_ . .: : :;_:_:.:~ 
. .~ r Se t' .• ~. ,., t~~C~~ :~ .... :L.:it!C".~ 0 c 1'41 .... (:...: - .... :~·,..~·A :... .. ~ 
! ~~ ~~~~£ ?r'?~~C?~ ~~~C?rlJ',) .P .... :7~-:3.! 
_tucb. requires recipienca iA a special flood huani 
area to participate in the program andto l)urcbue 
floocl insurance if the total cost of iDliurable 
~nstruction and acquisition is 110,000 or more. 
1 L WiH ,:umpiy .. d: :!r. .. u-cnmental standards which 
:::.ly De i=res;:ri~ PUCS:.ldltt to :.he f.,llcwing: ':.1) 
.:::> .. :~u .. ;or: of en· .. ir~nment31 q:.;a:ity :.::;~ni! 
meo~w.l'C.j, .... ~1; .. ;Qt!: !ia,-iuna: E.,~icunmt:n:ai: 
P",'ic) Ac~ .. 1' i.:rtl~ lP.L. :; l·l ;0; ar,<l £I:ecuti \;I! 
vrao:l' l~ui ilSi04. \bJ notificauoll o( violating 
faalitt .. lJUn'tUlt co EO 11 738; lc) pcot.ectiOQ oi 
"'.Lh.nda punuant co EO 11990; (d) evajuatiGA o£ 
nood hazards in noodplaifta iA accocdanc:e with EO 
11988: (el usurance of project consistenc, with 
the approved Scate management program 
developed "nder the Cocutal Zone Management 
Act of 1972 (16 U.S.C. II 1451 et seq.); CO 
conformity of Federal actions to State (Clear Air) 
lmplementaton Plans under Section 176<c) or the 
Clear Air Act of 1955. as amended <42 U.S.C. § 
7401 et seq I; (gl proteetion o(undercround lOurees 
I)f drinking water under the SaCe Drinking Watel' 
.~ct "f 197-4, all amended. (P.L. 93·523); and <h} 
pr'ltection of endange~ed s~eiu 'lnder the 
Endar.gerP.d Species Act or 1973, as amended, (P. L. 
93·205) 
12. Will comply with u.. Wild and Scenic Raven Ace 
of 1968 116 &,; S.C. It 1271 et Hq.) related to 
prGtllCtinc compofteft&a or po"fttial componenca of 
the national wild aDd scenic: rivers syscem. 
I !'GfoA I1..«l OF "I;~UO altTlfYING OfFICI&&. 
4~1CA."T ORGANIZATION 
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~'! W;!! ~.;:::! ~!':c a ... :::.rd!~g 3ge::c:r i:t .l'~:.-;-b 
'vC'.~liance with Sectio>n 1:>6 If the ~ !tional 
a~:..dc Presec"ation Act "f r9S6, .is ..!=te:l::c:d as 
li .s.~. 470). EO 115S1J ~'dllntli~o:;I.~u.u. .in..: 
proeec,ion ot' hlnoric: propenle&i. and tile 
Archaeoiogical and Historic: Pre~rvauun Act at 
1974(16lJ.5.C. 469a-1 elieq.>. 
14. Will comply _ith P L 93-348 ~Pg&"-!:-: ,~., 
pr'ltect!oln or'hu~4i. suhjects inyo!v~ ;r. r~::~:!:'" 
development, and re!~:N J,c!i·.:t:::E :. -::r'=:~~ 1:~' 
t.~:S .& ward oll ~;stance. 
15. Wilt eoml'Iy trith the Laboratory Animal W~lfl\r· 
Act oC 1966 <P.L. 89-544, as amended. 7 t.: S C 
213t et seq.) pen.air.ing to the care, handling. and 
trf!atmeftt of .arm blooded animals held for 
f'@Seareh. teaching. or other activities rupportl!d by 
this award oCauistance. 
l6. Will comply with tile Lead·Based Pain, POl5ONnS 
PreveftUoft Aa (42 U.S.C. If 4101 ., seq.) wlUch 
probibic, &he ulle or lead based paillt in 
construction or rehabilitation of rlsicience 
strucIura. 
17. WIll cal£5e to be performed the reqw.red financial 
and compliance audits in accordar.ce with tbe 
Sin,le Audit Actor 1984. 
18_ Will comply wiUt.n aPl'licabie requir'!menu of all 
other F'!deral laws, eltecutive orders. regulations 
and policies ~ve"'t..,g this procram. 
TlYU I 
DATfSUIMlmD 
, 
•• ....t. _ ~ !' 
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CEltnfICAnONS RECARDING LOBB\'INC; !)~.A.~\.fE:-o.'T,SCSP~SroN A.'fO C-rHn 
It£§fQN§IIILITY MA! I ~1aj At,,"g QR;;~·rnEE WQruq~~ !lEg~1R~''=''1'5 
L LOBB'ttNC 
). s ~uired by Sr.iOIl 1lSl. Title 11 of dI. U.s. Cod .. It'd 
im~leftIaad at" a:R Pwt 82.lbr pawns eIInn~ inc. 
~,or .;oop!nCl""~ Q1IV SlOO.QJI.aalieiiMd Ill( 
... ~ Par; a2. SsuoN ntas u.d s:;z.: ~U. It-.eapplDa cenzIiII 
~~.u, 
l. DRUC-fREE WOIUCPtACE 
(CRAh"T!ES anmt ntA. .. ~1)MDt.iALS) 
Aa~"'_~Wartp&.mAaar l~'" 
iIIl ........ 16aJt Puc IS. SuOtIutF •• sr-.. 
~ .t l& aa Pilt as, 5.:ticma G.6QS .and ii.61G-
A. llw Ipptirut CIII'IIftII tNt It wtII orWOJ ~ lit 
........ an.a-cr-....,...br-
C&)PIabliahin, ........ ~~_IM 
~ INftana.-.dlltrillutklli,d~ms. F II HI R.ar 
_ .................... pillt"i.J Ia_~ • 
.......... IIIIIICIIYUIII ......... 1M Will .. 1IMn..-wr 
cnpaoy- CarviOladiift 07 IUI:h ptobIIIi:Ion; 
")&.,"' .............. ~ •• _propam 10 iAIDnIl"""" __ -
0).". ...... 01 dftII .... 1n 1M "wtpla»:; (2)""""'-. paUcyof Niat:aiNnlI dnIa-- wonplxe: 
~...,.~4n4-.. Mi .. mt:sHljariae .ad 
.pq. ..... JIIOIIUII;.nd 
(4) n.. ~_ cNt:NY ba im~ &.:pon Clrloyws for 
~ MIme violAtioN 0CI:I.!n"..n11A t!Ie WorkplKe: 
{d=-~~tMI ..... ..,-.... -... -IA rM ot 1M pat • FWIl a CII.'IfY Of 1M 
_1IInP« IWIpiiIC ~ puappb (j); 
~~ ... _,I )...... ra ........ bF 
,.....(,1)..... W'n.',' ,..uadw:Jw 
...... ....,.wm-
mMide" .... __ oI.... tIM 
(2) Nadfy_ ~ta WftllllloIldI orlwClllMcIiDll for I 
....... of.CItIftaII ... __ ~IIl ... waftP\aat 
............ ftwcat.dlr...,. ... IUdaCDnIClioft; 
(e) NadfY.V!1 1M .~. In ~ wtIIIift 10 c:aIIndar cSayI 
"~____ ""',..8fIpIlCdX2J fIaallft 
........ a t IniII...".. ......... "' ... 
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A Survey of Factors Re~ated to Preparing Teachers to 
Teach Limited English Proficient Children 
t7ni:veraity of lti.aaiaaippi Department of Curric:ul.ua anei Inatructi.on Spring 1997 
Li.mitecl Engliah profici.ent atudenta are "lfonnati.ve Bngllah apeakera whoae Eng1iah 
language profici.enci.ea are auffici.ently llmi.tecl to deny thea the ability to learn 
aucc:eaa~ly in cl .. aroOlDa where Znci1iah ia the only a.cli.ua of inatructi.on" (Olaen, 
1989). 
Olaen, R. Z. (1989). A aurvey of limitecl Kngllah profici.ent atuc:lent 
enrolJJ.nta anei identi.ficati.on criteria. 'rZSOL Qauter1y, 23 (3), ~69-~88. 
Please place a check beside each of the following that applies to you. 
1. Bow many yeara of teaching esperience do you have? 
0-1 2-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 20 or D:)re 
2. What ia the bigheat degree you have obtai.necl? 
Bachelor .... ter _ Speci.aliat Doctorate 
3 . Ifaa Zngliah the firat languap you learnec:l aa a chilei? 
Yea No 
~ . ~ you profici.ent in a lanquage other than Engliah? 
Yea No 
s. llave you ev.r been in a aituati.on where you needecl to know a lan~ other 
than Zngliah? 
Yea Ho 
6. Do you have any experience teaching limi tecl bgliah profici.ent children 
in the cl .. azoca? 
Yea Ho 
9. Which grade(a) do you teach? 
_ 1tindergarten I'irat Grade 
I'ourth Grade l'ifth Grade 
Third Grade 
Grade Hot Liatecl 
10. Appzoaimately how many limit:ecl Bngliah profici.ent .tudena wen in your achool 
cliatzict during the 1995-1996 achoo1 year? 
o l-S 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26 or D:)n 
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11. If l.imi ted Enql.iah proficient students weJ:e en%ollecl .in your school chat%ict 
du%ing the 1995-1996 achool. ye&%, which of the following groupa weJ:e 
:t!p%eaented. If theJ:e weJ:e no l.imi ted Engliah proficient atudenta .in yOU% 
school. diat%ict, go to nUlllbe% 12. 
Choctaw Ito%ean Chinea. Nez.ican Vietnamea. 
__ Oth.r (pl..as. specify) 
12. ApproziJaatel.y how many l.imited Engliah proficient atucl8nta &J:e .in yOU% school. 
chat%ict dur~ the 1996-1997 achool year? 
o 1-5 6-10 10-15 16-20 20-25 26 or mG%e 
2 
13. If limited Engliah proficient atudenta &J:e en%ollecl .in yOU% achool chat%ict 
during the 1996-1997 achool ye&%, which of the follow.ing group a &J:e :t!p%esentecl. 
If theJ:e &J:e no l.im:i.ted Engliah proficient atuct.nta .in yOU% achool chat%ict, go 
to number 14. 
Choctaw Ito%ean Chinea. Vietn.mea. 
_ Other (pl..aae specify) 
14. If yOU% school chat%ict haa limited Engliah proficient atudenta, place a check 
beaide !!:!! of the fol.lowing atatea.nta that appl.i.a. Go to number 15 if your 
,achool chat%ict doea not have any limited Engliah proficient atudenta. 
In lIlY achool diat%ict, limited Znqliah proficient atudenta ____ _ 
&J:e tauqht by a regular clasaroOill teacher 
&J:e taught by an .. aia1;ant teacher 
&J:e taught in the regular cl .. aroOill aettl.nq 
&J:e tauqht only .in their native language 
are taught only .in Engliah 
&J:e taught uaing their native l.anga&eJe and Engliah 
15. The number of limited Engliah proficient atudenta .in lIlY achool chat%ict haa: 
_ Increased during thia achool year 
_ DeC%eaaed during thia achool year 
_ Hot chan~ during thia achool year 
If theJ:e ia an inc:zeas., why doea ~a a ... to be uwen ; nc;? 
16. Th. number of l.imi ted Engliah proficient atudenta .in lIlY achool chat%ict will 
probably: 
_ Increa •• during the 1997-1998 achool ye&% 
Dec%ease during the 1997-1998 achool ye&% 
= Hot chanp cIuz.ing the 1997-1998 achool year 
17. llaa your education pzepazed you to teach l.imitecl bgliah proficient atudenta? 
Y.a Ho 
18. lIow do you rate your college education in pzeparinq you to teach limited Znqliah 
proficient atuc:t.nta? 
_ Very aatiafactory _ Satiafactory Acceptabl. 
Hot Satiafactozy _ tJnac:c.ptabl. 
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19. What have you done to prep&%e to teach limited Enqli..h profi.ci.ent students? 
a. _ r have taken an undergracluate college cour.e or courses. 
Whi.ch type(s) of undergracluate courae(s) diei you take? 
__ A course apeci.fi.cally 011 teachi.llq l.i.mi.tec:l Bnqli.sh profi.ci.ent studenta 
A course which colltai.neci a COIIIFOllent 011 teachi.nq limited. Enqli.sh 
profi.ci.ent students 
b. _ r have taken a graduate college cour.e or cours.s. 
Whi.ch type(s) of C)%aduate course(.) diei you tak.? 
__ A cours. 8pecifi.cally 011 teachi.nq limited BDqli.sh profi.ci.ent student. 
_ A course which colltai.neci a COIIIFOnent 011 teachi.nq limited. Engli.sh 
profici.ent student •. 
c. __ r have completed traininq SPOllsoreel by lIlY local school district anei 
cOllducted by scaeone ill the local school district. 
cl. _ r have completed traininl!J SPOllsoreel by lIlY local school district anei 
conclucteci by s~o~ from. outaicle the local school di.trict. 
e. _ r have coapl.ted a s..:inar or workshop collducted at a profes.iollal 
confe%ellce . 
f. _ Other (pl.aa. apec::ify) 
q. _ r have Ilot hacl any training related to teachi.llq limited. ZIlglish 
profici.ent atudent.. 
20. Which type of training woulei you be willing to pazticipate ill order to 
learn how to teach limited bglish profici.ent stuc:IeDta? 
a. __ All ~aduate college cour_ 
Whi.ch type of UDdergraduate cours. woulei you prefer to take? 
_ A cours. 8pecifically 011 teachi.llq limi tee! bglish profici.ent students 
A cour_ which COlltaiDa a CCIIIIpODeIlt 011 teachinI!J limited. English 
profici.ent atudent. 
b. _ A C)%adua.te coll.,. cours. 
Whi.ch type of graduate coura. woulcl you prefer to tak.? 
A. cours. 8pecifically OIl teac:lU.nq limi tee! bglish profici.ent students 
- A cour_ which contaiDa a CCIIIIpODeIlt 011 teachinI!J limited. English 
profici.ent atudenta 
c. _ Training 8p01l80zecl by lIlY local school cl:i..trict anei conducted. by soa.one 
in the local. school district 
cl. _ Training 8p01l80zecl by ay local school cl:i..trict and. conducted. by someone 
from. outaicle the local school di.trict 
e. A s..:inar or workshop conducted at a prof •• sional conf.rence 
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f. __ Other (p~eaae specify) 
g. I am not intereated. in preparing to work with limited. Engliah proficient 
atudenta at thia tilDe. 
21. When would. you prefer to attend. training aeaaiona to learn how to teach 
limi ted. English proficient atudenta? 
_ During the a~ _ During the achool year 
_ Other (pleaae apecify) ____________________________________________________ _ 
22. Where would. you prefer to attend. training aeaaiona to learn how to teach limited. 
Engliah proficient atudenta? 
My local achool diatrict _ A col~ege or univeraity 
_ Other (pl.aae specify) 
23. Save you been made aware of the leqsJ. mand.&tea that apply to teaching limited. 
Engliah proficient atudenta'? 
Y.a No 
24. Are you fami~iar with the Bilingual. Education Act which providea money for 
teacher training and. atudent progr ... for limited. bgliah proficient chi~d.ren? 
Yea No 
25. A teacher who haa a atand.azd. Miaaiaaippi teaching certificate can add an 
endoraement in teaching bgliah aa aecond. ~anpap to hia or her certificate. 
Thia It-12 endora~t can be added. by taking fro. 12 to 15 a_ater houra of 
specified. courae work. Would. you be intezeatecl in adding thia encfora ... nt to 
your certificate? 
Y.a No 
26. Briefly respond. to the following queation. 1Ib&t should. be done to prepare 
teachera to work with limitecl Znqliah proficient atudmlta? 
Mail the survey to Connie McDonald. 
self-addressed stamped envelope was 
Work addreaa and. te~ephon. number: 
Univeraity of Miaaiaaippi 
School of Bd.ucation 
Department of eurri~" and. Inatruction 
Univeraity, MS 38677 
(601) 232-7100 
For your convenience a 
enclosed with the survey. 
Some addreaa and. te~ephone number: 
2538 C .. cil~a Road. 
Scobey, HS 38953-9509 
(601) 226-6599 
Optional PIeue fill out tbe foUowiag iaformatioa if y ..... Id like a copy of tbe lUn'ey raul ... 
Name _____________________________________________________________________ __ 
AddftU _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __ 
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE SURVEY 
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A Survey of Factors Re1ated to Preparing Teachers to 
Teach Limited Eng1ish Proficient Chi1dren 
Univeraity of Kiaaiaaippi Department of CUrricul.WIl and Inatruction Spring 1997 
Li.mi.ted Engliah proficient studenta aze "Nonnative Engliah speakera whose Engliah 
language proficienciea aze aufficiently l:i.mi ted. to deny them the ahili ty to learn 
succesafully in claasroOlllll where Engliah ia the only med.i1Dll of inatruction" (Olsen, 
1989) . 
Olaen, R. E. (1989). A aurvey of l:i.mited. Engliah proficient student 
enrollments and identification criteria. TESOL Quarterly, 23 (3), 469-488. 
Please place a check beside each of the following that applies to you. 
1. How many years of teaching experience do you have? 
0-1 2-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21 or more 
2. What is the highest degree you have obtained? 
Bachelor Master ___ Specialiat Doctorate 
3. Was Engliah the first language you learned as a child? 
Yes No 
4. Are you proficient in a language other than English? 
Yes No 
5. Have you ever been in a situation where you needed to know a language other 
than Engliah? 
Yes No Briefly ezplain your responae ________________________ __ 
6. Do you have any experience teaching l:i.mited. Engliah proficient children 
in the clasaroom? 
Yes No 
7. Which grade (a) do you teach? 
___ ltindergarten Firat Gracie 
Fourth Grade Fifth Grade 
Second Grade 
Sath Grade 
Third Grade 
Grade Not Listed 
8. Approxi.Jllately how many l:i.mited Engliah proficient student. were in your achool 
di.trict during the 1995-1996 achool year? 
o 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26 or more 
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9. If limited English proficient students were enrolled in your school district 
during the 1995-1996 school year, which of the following groups were 
represented? If there were no limited English proficient students in your 
school district, go to number 10. 
Choctaw Korean Chinese Nexi.can Vietnamese 
_ Other (please specify) 
10. Approximately how many limited English proficient students are in your school 
district during the 1996-1997 school year? 
o 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26 or more 
2 
11. If limited English proficient students are enrolled in your school district 
during the 1996-1997 school year, which of the following groups are represented? 
If there are no limited English proficient students in your school district, go 
to number 13. 
Choctaw Korean Vietnamese 
_ Other (please specify) 
12. If your school district has limited. English proficient students, place a check 
beside ~ of the following statements that applies to your situation. 
In my school district, limited English proficient students 
are taught by a regular classroOill teacher 
are taught by an assistant teacher 
are taught in the regular classroOill setting 
are taught onlY_in their native language 
are taught only in English 
are taught using their native language and English 
13. The number of limited English proficient students in my school district has: 
_ Increased during this school year 
_ Decreased during this school year 
_ Hot changed during this school year 
If there is an increase, why does this seem to be happening? 
14. The number of limited English proficient students in my school district will 
probably: 
_ Increase during the 1997-1998 school year 
_ Decrease during the 1997-1998 school year 
_ Hot change during the 1997-1998 school year 
15. Bas your education prepared you to teach limited English proficient students? 
Yes Ho 
16. Bow do you rate your college education in preparing you to teach limited English 
proficient students? 
_ Very satisfactory __ Satisfactory Acceptable 
Hot Satisfactory __ Onacce.ptable 
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a. __ I have taken an undergracluate college courae or couraea. 
Which type (a) of undergraduate courae (a) cl:iel you take? 
__ A courae specifically on teaching limited Engliah proficient atudenta 
A courae which contai.necl a component on teaching l:im:ited Engliah 
proficient atudent. 
b. _ I have taken a gracluate col~ege courae or couraea. 
Which type (a) of graduate courae (a) cl:iel you take? 
_ A courae specifically on teaching limited Eng~i.h proficient atudenta 
A courae which contai.necl a component on teaching l:im:iteel Engli.h 
proficient atudents. 
c. __ I have completed training sponaoree! by my local achool cl:iatrict anel 
conclucted by someone in the ~ocal achoo~ cl:iatrict. 
el. _ I have completed training sponaoree! by my local school cl:iatrict anel 
conclucted by someone from outside the local achool cl:istrict. 
e. _ I have completed a sem; aar or work.hop conclucted at a profea.ionu 
conference . 
f. _ Other (pleaae specify) 
g. __ I have aot hael any training re~ated to teaching li.m:ited English 
proficient atudent •. 
18. Which type of traini.ag woulel you be wi.~ling to participate in to learn how to 
teach limi. ted English proficient students? 
a. __ An undergraeluate college cour.e 
Which type of undergraduate courae woulel you prefer to take? 
_ A courae specifically on teaching limited Engliah proficient atudenta 
A courae which con t&.ina a component on teaching li.m:i ted English 
proficient atudents 
b. __ A graduate college courae 
Which type of gracluate courae woulel you prefer to take? 
__ A course specifically on teaching limi.ted Engliah proficient studenta 
A courae which containa a component on teaching li.m:iteel English 
proficient atudent. 
c. _ Training spoasoreel by my local school cl:iatrict anel conclucted by someone 
in the local schoo~ cl:iatrict 
el. _ Training sponsoreel by my local achool cl:iatrict anel conclucted by someone 
from outaide the local achool cl:iatrict 
e. A seminar or workahop conclucted at a profeaaionu conference 
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g. I am not interested in preparing to work with limited English proficient 
students at tlUs ti.me. 
19. When would. you prefer to attend. training seaaions to learn how to teach 
limi ted. English proficient studenta? 
__ During the s'Wllller __ During the school year 
.-.. Other (please specify) ________________________________________ ..... ____ ..... ____ _ 
20. Where would. you prefer to attend. training aeasions to learn how to teach limited. 
English proficient students? 
__ MY local school district ___ A col~ege or university 
.-.. Other (please specify) 
21. Have you been made aware of the legal mandates that app~y to teaching limited. 
English proficient students? 
Yea Ho 
22. Are you familiar with the Bi~ingual Education Act which provides IIIOney for 
teacher training and. student proqrama for limited Engliah proficient children? 
Yea Ho 
23. A teacher who has a standard Mississippi teaching certificate can acid. an 
endoraement in teaching Bng~iah as aecond lanquage to hia or her certificate. 
This It-12 endorsement can be added by taking from 12 to 15 semester hours of 
specified courae work. 1fo~d. you be intereated. in acld.ing thia endoraement to 
your certificate? 
Yes Ho 
24. Brief:ly respond to the fo~~owing question. What aho~d be done to prepare 
teachera to work wi th ~imi ted. Eng~ish proficient students? 
Mail the survey to Connie McDonald. 
self-addressed stamped envelope was 
Work addresa and. te~ephone number: 
University of Misaissippi 
School of Education 
Department of curriculum anel Instruction 
University, KS 38677 
(601) 232-7100 
For your convenience a 
enclosed with the survey. 
Kome address anel telephone number: 
2538 Casci~~a Road 
Scobey, MS 38953-9509 
(601) 226-6599 
Optional Please fill out the following information if you would like a copy or the sun'ey results. 
Name ____ ..... __ ..... ____________________________ ..... ____________________________________ __ 
Add~ _________________________________________________________________ __ 
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE SURVEY 
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March 18, 1997 
Dear teacher: 
A study is being conducted at the University of Mississippi in 
order to determine ways to better prepare teachers to work with 
limited English proficient students. A survey is being conducted 
as part of this research. 
You are being given the opportunity to participate in the survey. 
You will be receiving the survey in about two weeks. It will take 
about ten minutes to complete the survey. Your input into this 
study would be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
e--e 1/(4)MCU 
Instructor 
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COVER LETTER SENT WITH INITIAL MAILING OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
. ~ •-~ ... "~'The University of Mississippi 
Oxford • Jackson • Tupelo • Southaven 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
School of Education 
University, MS 38677 
(601) 232-7350 
April 7, 1997 
«NAM& 
«ADDRESS. 
«ADDRESSb 
«CITY», MS cZlP. 
,,--~ :: . 
The atlachecfrsurvey ins1rument is part of a study being conduc1lld by tile Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction at the University of Mississippi. This project is concerned 
specifically with determining tile training needs of teachers who will be or are working with 
Iimi1lKl English proficient students. The .... ults of the study will provide information to use in 
designing training for ... chefs. 
Your responses are very important to us because other p .... of this raDan:h cannot be carried 
out until we analyze tile survey data. Your experience as a classroom tltacher will contribute 
significantly toward solving some of the needs we face in tile area of_ching limited English 
proficient students. It will take approximataly 10 min .... to camp ... tile enclosed 
questionnaire. Your respon_ are anonymous and will be kept confidential. 
We would appreciate your completing and ratuming the 'enclosed questionnaire by Friday, April 
11,1997. You can return tile survey in the enclosed stamped, self ... ddressed envelope. 
This study has been reviewed by the Univ .. ity of Mississippi Institutional Review Soard (IRS). 
The IRS has detltrmined that this study meets the .... Ical obligations required by federal law and 
university standards. If you have any questions, concerns, or reports regarding this study, 
p ..... contact tile IRB at 232-7"2. 
We will send a copy of tile survey results to those who request It. P ..... contact us if you would 
like I copy of the results of this survey. Thank you for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Conn .. L McDonald, Ed.S. 
Curriculum and Instruction 
(801) 232-7100 
Sincerely, 
Arlene Schrade, Ph.D. 
Curriculum and Instruction 
(601) 232-7057 
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COVER LETTER SENT WITH FINAL MAILING OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
i h -- ~ e 
University of Mississippi 
Oxford • Jackson • Tupelo • Southaven 
Department of Curriculum and [nstruction 
School or Edu.:.ltil," 
Cni\"~rsit\·. ~(S 380;:-
(601l232:7350 
April 25, 1997 
Dear teacher: 
You recently receivad a survey from the Department of Curriculum and 
Instruction at the University of Mississippi. The questionnaire dealt with issues 
related to preparing teache,.. to work with limited English proficient students. 
We would appreciate your taking the time to till out the questionnaire and 
retuming It in the enclosed stamped, .. If-addressed envelope as soon as 
possible. Another copy of the questionnaire has been included with this letter for 
your convenience. 
Your .... ponses are very important because other p ..... of this I"8S8aI'Ch cannot 
be carried out until we complete analysis of the survey data. Your expertence as 
a cl_room teacher will contribute significantly towud solving some of the 
needs we face In the area of preparing teachers to work with limited English 
proficient students. 
It will take approximately 10 minutes to complete the survey. Your responses are 
anonymous and will be kept confidential. 
This study has been reviewed by the Unlvers~ of Mississippi Institutional 
Review Board (IRS). The IRS has determined that this study meets the ethical 
obligations required by federal law and university standards. If you have any 
questions. concerns, or reports regarding this study, pI_ contact the IRS at 
232-7482. 
Contact us at the above address or include your name and address on the 
questionnaire, If you would like a summary of the survey results. Ple_ 
disregard this letter If you have already sent In the questionnaire. Thank you for 
your _istance. 
Sincerely. 
Connie L McDonald. Ed.S. 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Sincerely, 
-Ai.1ene Schrade, Ph. D. 
Curriculum and Instruction 
t":~lt Ok'.!::,:, L", Till' ~\'(IrU \ \'t.ft' ~\'t'!. 
htt :J/\',"Ww.olemiss.edu 
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IRB APPROVAL FORM 
i -~- The 
University of Mississippi 
The Graduate School 
125 Old ChemistrY 
L" niversitv. MS 38677 
(601) 232:7~7~ 
(001)232-7577 (fax) 
Ms. Connie L. McDonald 
Dr. Arlene Schrade 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction 
University, Mississippi 38677 
Ms. McDonald and Dr. Schrade: 
Office of Researc:h 
123 Old Cht.'mlStr\" 
Lni\·t.'rslt\". \15 3So7:" 
(bOll "2:7~:! 
16011 232-7377 Ita,) 
December 17, 1996 
This is to inform you that your application to conduct research with human subjects, A Survey of 
the Factors Associated with IT!paring Teachers to Teach Limited English Proficient Students 
(protocol 97-058), was reviewed by the Office of Research and has been approved under the 
Exempt category. 
Please be aware that any substantive changes in the methodology of procedures used in this 
research or the occurrence of any unanticipated problems related to the welfare of any subject 
should be brought to the attention of the Office of Research at the earliest possible time. 
If you should have any questions or comments, please feel free to call me, or Stennis Watson, 
IRB assistant, at (601) 232-7482. 
Thank you for your application. Good luck in your endeavor. 
Sincerely, 
f1O-w. (J, 0;"~~ 
Diane W. Lindley 
Coordinator, Institutional Review Board 
for Human Subjects Research 
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VITA 
Connie McDonald was bom in 1956 in New Orleans, Louisiana. She is 
the wife of Steven McDonald. 
Connie graduated from Liberty Attendance Center in Liberty, Mississippi 
in 1974. She received a Bachelor of Science and Master of Education 
degree from the University of Southern Mississippi and an Educational 
Specialist degree from Mississippi State University. 
Connie taught for over 12 years in various public elementary schools in 
Mississippi. She also worked one year as a kindergarten teacher in Japan. 
She worked as a graduate assistant at Mississippi State University while 
pursuing the Educational Specialist degree. For the last two and one-half 
years she has worked at the University of Mississippi. While at the University 
of Mississippi, she worked as a graduate assistant and then an instructor in 
the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the School of Education. 
She is a member of Phi Delta Kappa, Delta Kappa Gamma, The 
International Reading Association, and TESOL. 
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